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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

COVID Vaccines May Bring Avalanche of Neurological
Disease

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ! Fact Checked

The typical unprecedented vaccine takes 12 years to develop, and of all the

unprecedented vaccines in development, only 2% are projected to ever make it through

all Phase 2 and 3 clinical phases of testing

"

The COVID-19 vaccine was developed with Operation Warp Speed in less than one

year, which makes it virtually impossible to assess safety and eNcacy, as the vaccine

has not been adequately tested

"

Five months into the vaccination campaign, statistics tell a frightening story. Research

shows deaths are 15 times higher during the Rrst 14 days after the Rrst COVID

injection among people over the age of 60, compared to those who aren't vaccinated

"

Another study shows that after COVID-19 vaccines were implemented, overall death

rates have increased, with the exception of a few areas. It appears countries in which

COVID-19 vaccines have not raised mortality rates are also not using glyphosate

"

In the next 10 to 15 years, we are likely to see spikes in prion diseases, autoimmune

diseases, neurodegenerative diseases at younger ages, and blood disorders such as

blood clots, hemorrhaging, stroke and heart failure

"
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Dr. Mercola Interviews the Experts
This article is part of a weekly series in which Dr. Mercola interviews various experts on a variety

of health issues. To see more expert interviews, click here.

In this interview, return guest Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., a senior research scientist at

MIT for over Rve decades, discusses the COVID-19 vaccines. Since 2008, her primary

focus has been glyphosate and sulfur, but in the last year, she took a deep-dive into

the science of these novel injections and recently published an excellent paper  on

this topic.

“To have developed this incredibly new technology so quickly, and to skip so

many steps in the process of evaluating [its safety], it's an insanely reckless

thing that they've done,” she says. “My instinct was that this is bad, and I

needed to know [the truth].

So, I really dug into the research literature by the people who've developed

these vaccines, and then more extensive research literature around those

topics. And I don't see how these vaccines can possibly be doing anything

good. When you weigh the good against the bad, I can't see how they could

possibly be winning, from what I've seen.”

SigniBcant Death Toll Will Rise in Months and Years to Come

Five months into the vaccination campaign, statistics tell a frightening story. Seneff

cites research  showing deaths are 14.6 times more frequent during the Rrst 14 days

after the Rrst COVID injection among people over the age of 60, compared to those

who aren't vaccinated. That is extraordinary. You can read the full paper here.
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Other data,  reviewed in the video above, show that after COVID-19 vaccines were

implemented, overall death rates have increased, with the exception of a few areas.

Interestingly, Seneff believes she may have discovered why. It appears countries in

which COVID-19 vaccines have not raised mortality rates are also not using

glyphosate.

“I immediately suspected glyphosate when I started to see COVID-19,” Seneff

says. “I've written a book on glyphosate called ‘Toxic Legacy,’ and I have an

entire chapter in that book on the immune system. Glyphosate, I believe, is a

train wreck for the innate immune system, and when your immune system is

weak, your body has to overreact to the virus. It can't kill the virus.

So, it ends up [causing] collateral damage and wrecking your tissues. You get

into this cytokine storm kind of situation where you destroy your lungs and

you can't cope. It's not really the virus. It's the immune reaction to the virus

that's killing you, and that's because your immune system is too weak. If you

have a strong innate immune system, I believe you wouldn't even get

symptoms from COVID-19.

When you look at the statistics on which countries are hit hard and just can't

get ahead of this virus, they're clearly the countries that use a lot of

glyphosate and developing biofuels based on glyphosate-exposed plants. So,

I think that's a critical piece of the puzzle as well. Glyphosate is in the

atmosphere … [and] people are breathing it. So now you're getting a direct

attack on the lungs immune system, which makes you very susceptible to

COVID.”

Ultimately, Seneff believes, as I do, that the COVID-19 “vaccines” will end up killing far

more people than the disease itself, and will in fact make the disease worse. Seneff

cites a disturbing case history of a cancer patient in the U.K. who was treated for
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severe COVID-19 for 101 days.

The antibody cocktails they gave him didn’t work, and after his death, they concluded

that the predominant SARS-CoV-2 variant in his body had a dozen different mutations

in the spike protein. Somehow, his body Rgured out how to evade the antibodies,

which is a critical piece of the puzzle.

“I think the vaccines are doing the same thing,” Seneff says, adding that, among the

immune compromised, only 17% of vaccinated individuals actually produce

antibodies.  Surprisingly, these people may actually have drawn the short end of the

stick. The antibodies may not work because their immune function is low, thereby

allowing the virus to build resistance and mutate.

“I think you have a lot of immune compromised people in a country where

glyphosate is destroying people’s immune system, and that gives tremendous

opportunity for the virus to mutate. The vaccine is going to accelerate that

process because we're vaccinating immune compromised people left and

right.”

COVID-19 Vaccines Are a Public Health Disaster

The typical unprecedented vaccine takes 12 years to develop, and of all the

unprecedented vaccines in development, only 2% are projected to ever make it

through phases 2 and 3 of clinical testing.

The COVID-19 vaccine was developed with Operation Warp Speed in less than one

year, which makes it virtually impossible for this vaccine to be adequately tested for

safety and eNcacy.

Hundreds of millions of people are now being vaccinated around the world, based on
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nothing more than preliminary eNcacy data. Disturbingly, while sudden death is one

apparent side effect, the vast majority of side effects won’t be known until a decade

or more from now.

Seneff predicts that in the next 10 to 15 years, we’ll see a sudden spike in prion

diseases, autoimmune diseases, neurodegenerative diseases at younger ages, and

blood disorders such as blood clots, hemorrhaging, stroke and heart failure.

“It’s a nightmare,” she says. “And I can see how it can happen. Basically, the

vaccine is so unbelievably unnatural, and it has a single-minded goal, which

is to get your body to produce antibodies to the spike protein. The RNA has

been manipulated. It's not natural RNA because it has methyl-pseudouridine

on it … And the goal is to keep it alive.

Normally, if you get injected with RNA, you have enzymes in your system, in

your tissues, that will immediately break it down. Your body knows it must

get rid of the RNA. What you do with the vaccine is you make sure [your body]

can't get at it …

Then there's the lipid [that the RNA is encased in]. The lipids are very

abnormal, very weird … They're not natural but they have some cholesterol in

there, probably to help it look like a natural LDL particle so that your cells will

take it up. It's not being taken up by the ACE2 receptor.

It's not being taken up the same way that the virus is being taken up. It's a

totally different mechanism that brings it into all the cells. You've gone past

all the mucosal membranes. Usually, a virus is going to come into the lungs

or any kind of cavity where there's a mucosal system that's going to hit the

virus \rst.
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The virus [will trigger] your natural mucosal system to respond to it and clear

it if you're a healthy person, and that's the end of it. [With the vaccine], we

never get a chance to do that. You're just getting it shot right into your

muscle, past all the barriers and the muscle goes crazy … sending out all

kinds of alarms.”

Understanding Your Immune System

As your cells start producing the viral spike proteins, your immune cells rally to mop

up the proteins and dump them into your lymphatic system. This is why many report

swollen lymph nodes under the arms. This is also a sign of breast cancer. The

antibody response is part of your humoral immunity. You also have cellular immunity,

which is part of your innate immune system.

Your innate immune system is very powerful. And, if you're healthy, it can clear

viruses without ever producing a single antibody. Antibodies are actually a second-tier

effect when your innate immune system fails. The problem is your innate immune

system is deRnitely going to fail if you get a COVID-19 shot, because it’s bypassing all

of the areas where your innate immune system would be brought to bear.

Your body will essentially believe that the innate immune system has failed, which

means it must bring in the backup cavalry. In essence, your body is now over-reacting

to something that isn’t true. You’re not actually infected with a virus and your innate

immune system has not failed, but your body is forced to respond as if both are true.

How COVID-19 Vaccine Circumvents Healthy Immune
Responses

But there’s more. As explained by Seneff, the synthetic RNA in the mRNA vaccines
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contains a nucleotide called methyl-pseudouridine, which your body cannot break

down, and the RNA is programmed to trigger maximum protein production. So, we’re

looking at completely untested manipulation of RNA.

It is very important to recognize that this is a genetically engineered mRNA for the

spike protein. It is in no way shape or form the same that SARS-CoV-2 produces. It’s

been signiRcantly altered to avoid being metabolized by your body. Additionally, the

spike protein your body produces in response to the COVID-19 vaccine mRNA locks

into your ACE2 receptor.

This is because the genetically engineered NEW spike protein has additional prolines

inserted that prevent the receptors from properly closing, which then cause you to

downregulate ACE2. That’s partially how you end up with problems such as

pulmonary hypertension, ventricular heart failure and stroke.

As noted in a 2020 paper,  there’s a “pivotal link” between ACE2 deRciency and SARS-

CoV-2 infection. People with ACE2 deRciency tend to be more prone to severe COVID-

19. The spike protein suppresses ACE2,  making the deRciency even worse. As it

turns out, the vaccines essentially do the same thing.

How Long Might Effects Last?

As mentioned, RNA is highly perishable, so to get it past the enzymes that would

normally break down free mRNA, it’s encased in a lipid nanoparticle combined with

polyethylene glycol or PEG. The PEG helps protect the RNA from breaking down. The

RNA can easily enter the cell via natural endocytosis pathways, taking advantage of

the nanoparticle design made to look like an LDL particle.

They strategically chose a cationic lipid, meaning it’s positively charged. “Usually you

have phospholipids in your membranes that are negatively charged,” Seneff explains.

6,7
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The problem with cationic lipids is they disturb the plasma membrane and cause an

immune response.

However, that may also be a key reason for why they were used. Typically,

conventional vaccines contain an aluminum adjuvant to initiate an immune response.

Aluminum was not appropriate for the COVID-19 vaccines, but the cationic lipids

serve a similar function spectacularly well.

Being extremely toxic to the cell membranes, the positively charged lipids trigger

immune cells to rush in to aid the cells and mop up the spike protein now being

produced, while also being the vehicle that allows the RNA to slip into the cells. Once

inside the cell, the mRNA delivers the instructions to produce enormous amounts of

spike proteins.

“ The really worrisome thing is there's potential for
it to become part of the DNA and then it will last
forever. ~ Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D.”

Importantly, there’s no telling how long these instructions will persist. Manufacturers

are guessing the synthetic RNA may survive in the human body for about six months,

but we really don’t know if that’s true or not.

Again, the alterations they’ve done to the synthetic RNA are meant to prevent it from

breaking down. It could be years or even decades that these spike proteins are being

produced, and you will Rnd out shortly why this is a really bad scenario.

“The really worrisome thing, which I talk about in the paper, is there's

potential for it to become integrated into your DNA,” Seneff says. “If that

happens, it will last your entire lifetime, and you may pass this new genetic
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code on to your offspring.”

Tracing Spike Protein From Cells to Lymph to Spleen

As explained by Seneff, your immune cells mop up mRNA and spike protein and dump

them into your lymphatic system. From there, they make their way into your spleen,

where they can remain for quite a long time. 

“There are all these different immune cells that have different roles, but it's

the dendritic cells and the macrophages that are initially going into the

muscle, picking up the mRNA, taking it over to the lymph system, traveling

through the lymph system to the spleen and piling it up there. The spleen was

the highest concentration of all the organs they looked at in animal studies.

The liver was second.

It wasn’t the COVID-19 vaccine, but it was a messenger RNA vaccine. So, it

was the same concept. The other vaccines, the ones that are based on a DNA

vector, they also go to the spleen. I think they like it when they see that it's

going to the spleen because you have these germinal centers in the spleen

that are focus groups for making antibodies.

So these dendritic cells are in these germinal centers in the spleen, and then

they bring in the B-cells and T-cells, and those are the ones that make and

perfect the antibodies, because you need to go through a whole training

mode to get the antibiotics to be exactly matched to that particular spike

protein. That happens predominantly in the spleen.”

Potential Vaccine Shedding Mechanism Revealed
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Seneff also sheds light on the mysterious reports of unvaccinated individuals

experiencing unusual bleeding symptoms after spending time in proximity to a newly

vaccinated person. She believes this may be due to exosomes being released from

the lungs.

“If you are a person who's producing these exosomes from your spleen and

shipping them out, there's no reason why you can't ship them out to the

lungs. In fact, they've shown experimentally that those exosomes do get

released from the lungs,” Seneff says.

So, to be clear, what's being “shed” or spread by vaccinated individuals is the spike

protein — which is itself toxic — not the SARS-CoV-2. So, it’s not an infection but

rather the shedding of a toxic protein.

“If you're breathing it in, you could be getting an increased risk, it seems to

me. I mean, it sounds really farfetched, but it looks like it could happen, just

from the logic of what goes on in biology. It could happen that you would

breathe in these exosomes containing these misfolded prion proteins, which

are not good for you, and exactly what happens when they go into the lungs, I

don't know. I have no idea.”

Can mRNA Vaccines Change Your DNA? That Is the Question

Getting back to the potential issue of gene editing, I’ve been accused of being

scientiRcally ignorant for stating that COVID-19 vaccines are not vaccines but rather a

form of gene therapy. But when you delve into the genetics and molecular biology of

this vaccine you discover that they are in fact a form of a stealth gene editing tool that

can change your DNA and integrate instructions to make even more spike proteins.

It’s counterintuitive because, typically, mRNA cannot be integrated directly into your
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genes because you need reverse transcriptase. Reverse transcriptase converts RNA

back into DNA (reverse transcription). Seneff, however, discovered there’s a wide

variety of reverse transcriptase systems already embedded in our DNA, which makes

this possible. She explains:

“There was this long period of time in which we had the mantra that

transcription is DNA to RNA to protein. That's basic biology — DNA, RNA,

protein. But then, in 1970, David Baltimore at MIT… discovered reverse

transcriptase in retroviruses (RNA tumor viruses), which he won the Nobel

Prize for.

It turns out, and I didn't know this until I started digging into these vaccines,

that we actually have plenty of reverse transcriptase in our own cells. We

have plenty of it. And it's these long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs)

and short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs) that are able to take our

RNA back to DNA and to put that DNA back into the genome.”

LINEs and SINEs are sequences of nucleotides, pieces of DNA, and they make up a

huge percentage of the genome. For example, LINE1 is 10% of your genome. Most of

the time they're inactive and scientists were puzzled about what they actually do.

They’re rather strange, as they fold DNA backward and stick it back in different areas.

For example, in people with Alzheimer's, the amyloid beta protein gets duplicated all

over the place in their genome.

“They get like a big fat genome with extra copies with different variations in

those copies. And they do that through RNA,” Seneff says. “So, you have a

mechanism for evolution. The primary mechanism, I would guess, is through

taking the DNA, turning it into RNA, mutating the RNA because RNA mutates

much more easily than DNA does, and then turning it back into DNA and

sticking it back into the genome.”
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In a nutshell, LINEs and SINEs appear to be activated when an alternative solution for

a problem is needed. One such problem could be glyphosate exposure. When the

body is too sick to function normally, it Rnds a way around the problem by mutating

proteins. “It's a process that we use to deal with environmental toxic chemicals that

we're confronted with generally,” Seneff says.

So, in summary, mRNA can be reverse transcribed and converted back to DNA by

LINEs and SINEs in your body. This cloned DNA can then be integrated into your

genome. In this way, it truly is genetic editing.

Are We Creating a Generation of Super-Spreaders?

What comes next is truly chilling. Seneff cites research  showing that sperm has this

ability to take exogenous mRNA, either from a virus or an mRNA vaccine, and reverse

transcribe it into DNA and then produce plasmids that contain this cloned DNA. The

sperm then releases these plasmids around the egg, which takes them up.

The egg hangs on to those plasmids and puts the new code into the cells of the

growing fetus. Hypothetically, a man having been vaccinated with a COVID-19 vaccine

could produce a child born with the genetic code to make the SARS-CoV-2 spike

protein.

This is not a good thing, because this means the child will not have antibodies against

the spike protein. Since it’s part of their genetic code, it registers as one of their own

proteins and their body won’t produce antibodies against it. If that child is exposed to

SARS-CoV-2, their immune system won’t react at all. What happens next is anyone’s

guess, but it’s bound to be severely problematic in one way or another.

“Exactly how sick they'll get or whether they'll get sick at all, I don't know,”

Seneff says, “but their immune system won't react and they'll be able to carry

10
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that virus for their entire life and then pass [that genomic trait] on down to

their children …

Now, if I don't react to [the virus] and I let it grow, what happens? Do I get

sick? To what extent is the illness [COVID-19] the consequence of the

immune response, rather than the virus itself? We don't know that, really, but

many say the real problem is the overactive immune response.

People are dying of the immune response to COVID, they're not dying from

the virus. The virus is not killing them. It's the immune response to the virus

that's killing them. So, if you don't have an immune response, what happens?

Nobody knows.”

Even if such a child were to be unaffected by the virus, we could be looking at a

serious problem, as they could turn into lifelong super-spreaders and a chronic

hazard to everyone around them. At least that’s what happened in cows.

Seneff recounts a story of herds plagued by a viral diarrhea. They Rnally realized that

“killer calves” were the problem. Calves were being born that had viral protein

integrated into their genome. When exposed to the virus, these calves, unable to clear

the virus naturally, then spread it to the adult cows, which got sick.

“I don't see why the same thing couldn't happen with COVID — that a baby

could be born who has this humanized version of that protein, catches the

[wild] virus and then it spreads it to the adult population,” Seneff says.

Such children would be true super-spreaders, and the indoctrination we’re currently

seeing, where children are told their mere presence could pose a mortal risk to the

people they love, would then turn into grim reality. The calves in question were

euthanized to safeguard the rest of the herds. How would we address human
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equivalents?

Hopefully, this nightmare scenario will not occur, but it appears biologically possible,

and that is the problem. The fact that the available science allows for this kind of

speculation is reason enough to put the brakes on this vaccination campaign. We

have no clue what the long-term consequences are. We don't even know what the

short-term consequences are, other than more vaccinated people are dying,

collectively, compared to unvaccinated ones.

Spike Protein Appears Highly Problematic

A particularly fascinating part of Seneff’s paper addresses the toxicity of the spike

protein. A key problem with all of these gene-based COVID-19 vaccines is that the

spike protein itself appears toxic, and your body is now a spike protein-producing

factory.

“Right. They have done studies where they only expose the [animal] to the

spike protein, showing it was toxic in the brain and the blood vessels. So, it's

causing immune reactions all by itself that is damaging to the tissues.

It's basically a toxic molecule, and I think it's toxic possibly because of it

being a prion protein …

I'm going to do more research on it. I don't know enough yet, but it looks

horrendous to me. I think it may be the most worrisome thing. There are two

big things that are going to happen in the future.

They're going to take time [to develop], so we're not going to see it

immediately. And, of course, we're not going to blame the vaccine because

rates will start going up for these horrible diseases and no one will link them
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to it.”

Why Spike Protein May Cause Serious Neurodegenerative
Disease

Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CKD), the human version of mad cow disease, is a prion

disease. Other human forms of prion disease include Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and

Lou Gehrig's disease (ALS). “You have all these horrible neurodegenerative diseases

and each one is tied to speciRc prion proteins,” Seneff says. The SARS-CoV-2 spike

protein also appears to be a prion protein, although this has yet to be thoroughly

veriRed.

Disturbingly, the spike protein produced by COVID-19 vaccines, due to the

modiRcations made, may make it more of a prion than the spike protein in the actual

virus, and a more effective one.

“Papers are showing that those germinal centers in the spleen … are a

primary source of the prion proteins that eventually get taken up the vagus

nerve and delivered to the brainstem nuclei. That's how you can get

Parkinson's disease, for example …

There's so much we need to learn, but it looks to me like it's a setup here.

They're really inviting this kind of thing to happen with these vaccines, where

they're focusing on those germinal centers [because] those are the very same

place where these prion proteins often get started.”

Why Long-Term Neurological Damage Is To Be Expected

In her paper, Seneff describes key characteristics of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein

11
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that suggests it’s a prion:

“Neurological symptoms associated with COVID-19, such as headache,

nausea and dizziness, encephalitis and fatal brain blood clots are all

indicators of damaging viral effects on the brain. Buzhdygan et al. (2020)

proposed that primary human brain microvascular endothelial cells could

cause these symptoms ...

In an in vitro study of the blood-brain barrier, the S1 component of the spike

protein promoted loss of barrier integrity, suggesting that the spike protein

acting alone triggers a pro-indammatory response in brain endothelial cells,

which could explain the neurological consequences of the disease.

The implications of this observation are disturbing because the mRNA

vaccines induce synthesis of the spike protein, which could theoretically act

in a similar way to harm the brain. The spike protein generated endogenously

by the vaccine could also negatively impact the male testes, as the ACE2

receptor is highly expressed in Leydig cells in the testes ...

Prion diseases are a collection of neurodegenerative diseases that are

induced through the misfolding of important bodily proteins, which form toxic

oligomers that eventually precipitate out as \brils causing widespread

damage to neurons …

Furthermore, researchers have identi\ed a signature motif linked to

susceptibility to misfolding into toxic oligomers, called the glycine zipper

motif … Prion proteins become toxic when the α-helices misfold as β-sheets,

and the protein is then impaired in its ability to enter the membrane.

Glycines within the glycine zipper transmembrane motifs in the amyloid-β

11
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precursor protein (APP) play a central role in the misfolding of amyloid-β
linked to Alzheimer’s disease. APP contains a total of four GxxxG motifs.

When considering that the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein is a transmembrane

protein, and that it contains \ve GxxxG motifs in its sequence,  it becomes

extremely plausible that it could behave as a prion.

One of the GxxxG sequences is present within its membrane fusion domain.

Recall that the mRNA vaccines are designed with an altered sequence that

replaces two adjacent amino acids in the fusion domain with a pair of

prolines.

This is done intentionally in order to force the protein to remain in its open

state and make it harder for it to fuse with the membrane. This seems to us

like a dangerous step towards misfolding potentially leading to prion disease

…

A paper published by J. Bart Classen (2021) proposed that the spike protein

in the mRNA vaccines could cause prion-like diseases, in part through its

ability to bind to many known proteins and induce their misfolding into

potential prions.

Idrees and Kumar (2021) have proposed that the spike protein’s S1

component is prone to act as a functional amyloid and form toxic aggregates

… and can ultimately lead to neurodegeneration.”

So, in summary, the take-home here is that COVID-19 vaccines, offered to hundreds of

millions of people, are instruction sets for your body to make a toxic protein that will

eventually wind up concentrated in your spleen, from where prion-like protein

instructions will be sent out, leading to neurodegenerative diseases.

12
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Vaccine Remedy May Be Worse Than the Disease

In her paper, Seneff goes into far more detail in her description of the spike protein as

a metabolic poison. While I recommend reading Seneff’s paper in its entirety, I’ve

extracted key sections below, starting with how the spike protein can trigger

pathological damage leading to lung damage and heart and brain diseases:

“The picture is now emerging that SARS-CoV-2 has serious effects on the

vasculature in multiple organs, including the brain vasculature … In a series

of papers, Yuichiro Suzuki in collaboration with other authors presented a

strong argument that the spike protein by itself can cause a signaling

response in the vasculature with potentially widespread consequences.

These authors observed that, in severe cases of COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2

causes signi\cant morphological changes to the pulmonary vasculature …

Furthermore, they showed that exposure of cultured human pulmonary artery

smooth muscle cells to the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein S1 subunit was

suhcient to promote cell signaling without the rest of the virus components.

Follow-on papers showed that the spike protein S1 subunit suppresses ACE2,

causing a condition resembling pulmonary arterial hypertension (PAH), a

severe lung disease with very high mortality … The ‘in vivo studies’ they

referred to … had shown that SARS coronavirus-induced lung injury was

primarily due to inhibition of ACE2 by the SARS-CoV spike protein, causing a

large increase in angiotensin-II.

Suzuki et al. (2021) went on to demonstrate experimentally that the S1

component of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, at a low concentration … activated the

MEK/ERK/MAPK signaling pathway to promote cell growth. They speculated

that these effects would not be restricted to the lung vasculature.

13
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The signaling cascade triggered in the heart vasculature would cause

coronary artery disease, and activation in the brain could lead to stroke.

Systemic hypertension would also be predicted. They hypothesized that this

ability of the spike protein to promote pulmonary arterial hypertension could

predispose patients who recover from SARS-CoV-2 to later develop right

ventricular heart failure.

Furthermore, they suggested that a similar effect could happen in response

to the mRNA vaccines, and they warned of potential long-term consequences

to both children and adults who received COVID-19 vaccines based on the

spike protein.

An interesting study by Lei et. al. (2021) found that pseudovirus — spheres

decorated with the SARS-CoV-2 S1 protein but lacking any viral DNA in their

core — caused indammation and damage in both the arteries and lungs of

mice exposed intratracheally.

They then exposed healthy human endothelial cells to the same pseudovirus

particles. Binding of these particles to endothelial ACE2 receptors led to

mitochondrial damage and fragmentation in those endothelial cells, leading

to the characteristic pathological changes in the associated tissue.

This study makes it clear that spike protein alone, unassociated with the rest

of the viral genome, is suhcient to cause the endothelial damage associated

with COVID-19. The implications for vaccines intended to cause cells to

manufacture the spike protein are clear and are an obvious cause for

concern."

Commercial Vaccines Are Not as ‘Clean’ as Trial Vaccines
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Seneff’s paper also highlights the unknown hazard of injecting fragmented RNA,

found in greater quantity in the commercially manufactured PRzer vaccine compared

to the vaccine used in the initial trials:

“The EMA Public Assessment Report … describes in detail a review of the

[P\zer] manufacturing process … One concerning revelation is the presence

of ‘fragmented species’ of RNA in the injection solution. These are RNA

fragments resulting from early termination of the process of transcription

from the DNA template.

These fragments, if translated by the cell following injection, would generate

incomplete spike proteins, again resulting in altered and unpredictable three-

dimensional structure and a physiological impact that is at best neutral and

at worst detrimental to cellular functioning.

There were considerably more of these fragmented forms of RNA found in

the commercially manufactured products than in the products used in clinical

trials. The latter were produced via a much more tightly controlled

manufacturing process ...

While we are not asserting that non-spike proteins generated from

fragmented RNA would be misfolded or otherwise pathological, we believe

they would at least contribute to the cellular stress that promotes prion-

associated conformational changes in the spike protein that is present.”

More Information

Seneff and I cover a great deal more than I’ve covered in this article, including how

the vaccines may trigger autoimmune problems by way of molecular mimicry. This

includes things like celiac disease, Hashimoto's thyroiditis and lupus. So, if you have

14
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ANY interest in learning more about this vaccine I strongly suggest you watch the

entire video.

We also discuss how the shots are causing idiopathic thrombocytopenic purpura

(ITP), a rare blood disorder in which you end up with blood clots, a drop in platelet

count and hemorrhages, all at the same time.

Also, be sure to read through Seneff’s paper, “Worse Than The Disease: Reviewing

Some Possible Unintended Consequences of mRNA Vaccines Against COVID-19,”

published in the International Journal of Vaccine Theory, Practice and Research.

How Can You Protect Yourself From the Vaccine or Exposure to
Those That Were Vaccinated?

Indeed, that is the question of the day. We talked about shedding from the vaccine.

Obviously, the vaccine does not classically shed virus particles but it can easily cause

people to shed spike proteins, and it is these spike proteins that may cause just as

much damage as the virus.

While Seneff’s paper didn’t delve deeply into solutions, it provides a major clue, which

is that your body has the capacity to address many of these problems through a

process called autophagy. This is the process of removal of damaged proteins in your

body.

One effective strategy that will upregulate autophagy is periodic fasting or time-

restricted eating. Most people eat more than 12 hours a day. Gradually lowering that

to a six- to eight-hour window will radically improve your metabolic lexibility and

decrease insulin resistance.

Another beneRcial practice is sauna therapy, which upregulates heat shock proteins. I
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have discussed this extensively in previous articles. Heat shock proteins work by

refolding proteins that are misfolded. They also tag damaged proteins and target

them for removal.

Another vital strategy is to eliminate all processed vegetable oils (seed oils), which

means eliminating virtually all processed foods as they are loaded with them. Seed

oils will radically impair mitochondrial energy production, increase oxidative stress

and damage your immune system. 

Seed oils also are likely to contain glyphosate, as it is heavily used on the crops that

produce them. Obviously, it is important to avoid glyphosate contamination in all your

food, which you can minimize by buying only certiRed organic foods.

Finally, you want to optimize your innate immune system and one of the best ways to

do that is to get enough sun exposure, wearing in your bathing suit, to have your

vitamin level reach 60 to 80 ng/ml (100 to 150 nmol/l).

 

indiagregory

I have a daughter who will be entering her sophomore year at the University of Virginia this fall. The

university has mandated that if students want to attend classes, go to football games, parties and any

functions at all they must have received the Covid vaccine. How do I address this? I know all the risks

of these terrible vaccines and do not want my child to have it. She does not want to go to a different

school. Does anyone have any suggestions as to how to get around this awful situation.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Lakhana13
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Religious discrimination under the 1st Amendment and maybe more importantly, the 1964 Civil

Rights Act. It is illegal for any government associated business (the U of VA receives government

funds) to demand anyone to take a medical device, medicine or shot (vaccine) as they receive gov

money. Do your research.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

fromseatoshiningsea

Go to:  thehealthyamerican.org   This site has all kinds legal information & forms for you to

download on this subject.  Plus, for $20.00, you can purchase a copy of your state's laws.  I did this

for my own state.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

rrealrose

www.icandecide.org/white-papers  - start reading. My understanding is by proving you or your

kid(s) have suNcient T-cells should also be suNcient to show immunity, and bypass any injection.

But wherever I was listening earlier this week, many schools have not yet written the required

protocols and exemptions to this mandate. In addition, some schools may have member of their

board of trustees, endowments or foundations, like CEOs and bankers that may pose an impasse,

even though most states are experiencing very low deaths right now. These are several routes to

research, hope this helps.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

mjnelson999

For now since it is an EUA, they cannot legally mandate the vaccine. BUT, when it becomes FDA

https://articles.mercola.com/members/fromseatoshiningsea/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
https://www.icandecide.org/white-papers/
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approved, and I would bet it will be, that will not apply. That is the kind of crap FDA loves. I wonder

if Florida would be a safe state later on and I think Texas may be in the ball park, too?

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Kassie

I agree with the others who state that no one can be coerced or forced to take an experimental

shot and that is in the Nuremberg Code. Perhaps while your daughter Rghts for her legal right to

say no to the "vax" but still pursue higher education, she can sign up for all online classes. If the

transmission of spike proteins from vaxed people is actually happening, and there seems to be

some troubling evidence it is, this would be the safest and smartest way for her to attend classes

anyway.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Hmj1993us

You can contact Del Bigtree's legal team at his nonproRt ICAN (informed consent action network).

They have been sending letters to universities about covid vaccine mandates, bc mandates are

ILLEGAL by federal law, since they have only been given EUA (emergency use authorization). Here

is their contact information: www.icandecide.org/contact-icandecide  There is also a useful article

by Childrens Health Defense offering resources to combat mandates as well:

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/resources-federal-law-prohibits-ma..  I hope this information

helps you! Good luck

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

kwcw22
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We have 2 college age kids and my wife and I who are in the medical Reld spent a lot of time

showing our kids the data and videos such as frontline physicians as well as the data showing they

are at zero risk of death from covid.  My son had to change his college plans as we told him we

can’t pay for him to go to college in a state that will mandate the vaccine.  It was hard for him but

he trusts us and will be going to a college in a state that won’t mandate the shot.  I  Your daughter

may be upset but in time she will see your love for her saved her from serious or permanent harm.

 We believe the fallout will be evident in the coming year.  No female of child bearing age should

take this. No doubt the spike protein affects the placenta and fertility.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

danhow94535

Compelling any employee to take any current Covid-19 vaccine violates federal and state law. First,

federal law prohibits any mandate of the Covid-19 vaccines as unlicensed,

emergency-use-authorization-only vaccines. Subsection bbb-3(e)(1)(A)(ii)(III) of section 360 of

Title 21 of the United States Code, otherwise known as the Emergency Use Authorization section

of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, demands that everyone give employees the "option to

accept or refuse administration" of the Covid-19 vaccine. ( www.law.cornell.edu/.../360bbb-3  )

 This right to refuse emergency, experimental vaccines, such as the Covid-19 vaccine, implements

the internationally agreed legal requirement of Informed Consent established in the Nuremberg

Code of 1947. ( www.cirp.org/.../nuremberg  ).

As the Nuremberg Code established, every person must "be able to exercise free power of choice,

without the intervention of any element of force, fraud, deceit, duress, overreaching, or other

ulterior form of constraint or coercion; and should have suNcient knowledge and comprehension

of the elements of the subject matter involved as to enable him to make an understanding and

enlightened decision" for any medical experimental drug, as the Covid-19 vaccine currently is. The

Nuremberg Code prohibited even the military from requiring such experimental vaccines. (Doe #1

v. Rumsfeld, 297 F.Supp.2d 119 (D.D.C. 2003). Secondly, demanding employees divulge their

personal medical information invades their protected right to privacy, and discriminates against

them based on their perceived medical status, in contravention of the Americans with Disabilities

Act. (42 USC §12112(a).)

https://articles.mercola.com/members/danhow94535/default.aspx
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

danhow94535

Third, conditioning continued employment upon participating in a medical experiment and

demanding disclosure of private, personal medical information, may also create employer liability

under other federal and state laws, including HIPAA, FMLA, and applicable state tort law principles,

including torts prohibiting and proscribing invasions of privacy and battery. Indeed, any employer

mandating a vaccine is liable to their employee for any adverse event suffered by that employee.

www.osha.gov/.../faqs . The CDC records reports of the adverse events already reported to date

concerning the current Covid-19 vaccine. www.cdc.gov/.../vaers.html

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

danhow94535

A legal memo from Liberty Counsel Action is suitable for print and distribution to employers of all

sizes, in order to protect employee rights under American law. Forced mandates are illegal.

Discrimination against the non-vaccinated is also illegal. Download PDF Here:

davidicke.com/2021/05/22/legal-brief-all-u-s-employees-are-protected-f..

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Cabochon

Please listen to the full interview here. Cahill has a good grasp of the law.  You must quote the law

to beat the law breakers.

 rumble.com/vhfbov-professor-dolores-cahill-says-that-mrna-vaccines-enh..

https://articles.mercola.com/members/danhow94535/default.aspx
https://www.osha.gov/coronavirus/faqs#vaccine
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Posted On 05/24/2021

 

ScanKat

The shot cannot be mandated unless and until it gets full FDA approval. You must research the law

under Emergency approval. Much different from full approval. Also it depends on the States

Vaccine Laws. Most States still have exemptions.

Posted On 05/24/2021

 

altierokgmail.com

The jab does not prevent infection or transmission.  It claims to lower symptoms if or when you get

covid.   The vaxxed and nonvaxxed can spread covid equally.   This is based on LIES and

DECEPTION.      The jab was not created for or tested to prevent infection.  And when they use the

term "break through " cases   that is based on deception.    I see that woman at cdc open her mouth

and lie.  speak up  everyone

Posted On 05/25/2021

 

frecely

Indiagregory, May be her doctor could write a letter stating that she can not take the vaccine

especially if she has allergies. Since most of us have allergies at some point, even if we are not

aware, a good test can tell, I did not know that I was allergic to pork, egg whites, soy, gluten. I order

the ELISA, delayed allergies test from Dr. Russell Jaffe. Good luck!

Posted On 05/25/2021
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skweiler

A lawsuit would be the best route. To avoid and/or precede that, you could make a good faith effort

to show how their policy is wrongful. It looks like there are plenty of others here who are able to

direct you to the relevant statutes, and maybe good legal help. The cause of action would be

coercion or duress. You should look to get a preliminary/temporary injunction. Check your state

constitution. You might be able to Rnd language that could give you a constitutional tort case.

Vaccine "mandates" violate the rights to life (i.e. health) and liberty. So long as you can prove as

has at least one court case that I am aware of that vaccines are "unavoidably unsafe" then they

can't be mandated.

I don't believe that women should be in higher education, and it is probably a waste of time and

money for them and most men. The typical alternatives would be either work or marriage. I am in

the marriage market, but I suspect that I would be considered way "too old" for someone who may

not be still a teen. As you are probably are a man, you know that - biologically - any physically

mature woman can't be "too young." I know that I might be considered "sick," but I am not blind to

biological realities - unlike perhaps your (career-oriented?) daughter.

Posted On 05/26/2021

 

DrJohnH

I suggest encouraging her to take a year or 2 off school.  It's possible that Nuremberg 2 trials may

gain traction, and these nightmare Franken shots will be banned. Why sacriRce a lifetime of health

for school?

Posted On 05/29/2021

 

StarPowerVitD

Download a blank Covid vac form and Rll it out. Ask friends or family for their cards to get the vac

codes. Then upload it into the school’s health portal. Problem solved. Many parents are doing this
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as a protective measure Rr their kids

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

janeth

indiagregory:  We live in Virginia, and most schools - elementary, middle, high school, and college

level will accept a "Religious Exemption".  Of course, they will not say this when they are making

their Covid 19 vaccine mandate!  You can simply use your search engine on your pc to download a

copy of one.  You have to indicate the name of your state while doing so.    It also must be signed

and notorized.  We no longer do vaccines, and this exemption has always worked for my family.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

The Red Cross say that anyone who has received their covid-19 vaccination cannot donate

convalescent plasma to help other covid-19 patients in hospitals.  That plasma is made up of

antibodies from people who have recovered from the virus, but the vaccine wipes out the antibodies

making the convalescent plasma ineffective: twitter.com/.../1396422962291617792

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

balhawk

Important post.  I would not want blood from anyone who had the COVID jab, especially not

recently.

Posted On 05/23/2021
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BiomedMom1

Interesting ... as my husband (who took the jab) is still allowed to donate platelets (he has been

doing so on a regular basis for many years).  When I called the clinic and inquired if he'd still be

able to donate after being vaccinated, they said most deRnitely "yes".  I can't see how this makes

sense.

Posted On 05/24/2021

 

Randyfast

Balhawk; I don't want anyone else's blood - period. When it's my time to go, I will welcome it.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Almond

Can you spare a mask? Are you fed up with this mask drama and people who believe holding a sheet of

paper in front of your face will protect you? We know that the non-vaccine certainly will not prevent

transmission.  There is power in numbers.  How many "resisters" would be willing to spend a dollar or 2

on postage to deliver a strong message to governors in states like Oregon and Michigan and also to

Anthony Fauci who serves as the director of the U.S. National Institute of Allergy and Infectious

Diseases (NIAID)? The address for NIAID is:   NIAID ONce of Communications and Government

Relations 5601 Fishers Lane, MSC 9806 Bethesda, MD 20892-9806  United States of America My

message will be written on a face mask.  It will say,  “No masks!  No covid passports!   No mandatory

vaxx!” Feel free to plagiarize if you wish.

Posted On 05/23/2021
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Lightshaman

Hi, I would like to alert you to the case of a young British woman in Cyprus who is about to have her life

support switched off following complications after receiving the AstraZeneca jab. My friend Stephanie,

an otherwise healthy 39 year old had her Rrst jab on 6th May in Paphos, Cyprus. She immediately felt

unwell with headache, shivers and slight fever. By May 15th she was still very poorly and sought

assistance from a local doctor. She was prescribed paracetamol for her headaches but they got

progressively worse. She Rnally collapsed into her fathers arms around lunch time on Tuesday 18th

May with stroke like symptoms and was taken immediately to a hospital in Paphos by her father where

she had blood tests and a CT scan.

From the scan she was diagnosed with a brain haemorrhage and the blood test showed a depletion of

platelets and she was transferred to a special unit at Nicosia. Her parents were told she was

comfortable and in a stable condition. However, at around 4am the following morning her father

received a telephone call from the hospital saying her condition had seriously deteriorated and they

required authority to perform an emergency operation. This was granted and Stephanie received a

blood transfusion to raise her platelet count prior to the operation. The operation lasted over three

hours after which doctors said there was no hope of recovery due to the severity of the brain damage

and that she remained in a coma and would live for only a matter of days.

On Thursday the sedative Stephanie was receiving was withdrawn, she remained in a coma. Her

parents were told that should she emerge from the coma she would be in a vegetive state due to the

extent of brain damage. On Friday, yesterday, a test of brain function was performed which returned

zero brain activity. Today a second  test conRrmed there is zero activity and Stephanie’s support

system will be turned of and she will be declared dead. This happened at 15:00 Saturday 22 May. RIP

Stephanie.

Posted On 05/22/2021

 

ChrisColes

Lightshaman Very sad news and my heart goes out to anyone with a friend in this situation. They

need to turn to the FLCCC Alliance web page covid19criticalcare.com   all of which stems from the
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original work of Dr. Paul Marik who discovered a cure for sepsis using intravenous vitamin C,

hydrocortisone and vitamin B1 Thiamine. They have published protocols for every stage of the

disease.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Jennycat24

Is this Stephanie Dubois?  Poor soul, may God/the Universe etc etc comfort her mourning family

and friends.  Such utter distress and misery being endured by so many for no good reason.  Words

fail me.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

CMT367

As Jennycat says, more details by poster Lightshaman would make the story more credible. What's

the woman's full name? What media has covered it? Recall that in USA, after the death of Dr.

Gregory Michael, ob-gyn MD, of Miami Beach, FL, the CDC of course denied any connection to the

PRzer vax. Dr. Michael also suffered a catastrophic decline of blood platelets necessary for

continued life, WITHIN DAYS of PRzer vaccination...NYT carried the story...

www.nytimes.com/.../covid-vaccine-death.html

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Lizschneider53

Yes! I just read about this on empoweror.com very sad indeed! RIP Stephanie! I wish some people

would understand we do NOT need these jabs! So heartbreaking how many people have passed

away because of these shots!
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

mirandola

There has to be a way for lawyers to overcome the legal immunity and to bring BigPharma to

justice. This is murder. I am so saddened for her family's sake, not only for her. So sad, so sad, so

tragic. Wow.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Tsylatac

Tragic - no doubt this scenario will be a recurring one all round the world

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Lunarcat

I am truly sorry for the loss of a friend.   Since the "virus" came out  my instincts, have screamed at

me.    This is evil and intentional. Do not trust western "medicine".  Learn healing and herb use.

Beware.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

balhawk

My condolences, and RIP to Stephanie.  This is so tragic.   May justice be done for her and the

millions, probably to eventually be billions, who have or are bound to suffer or die at the hands of
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this mass atrocity, and the perpetrators be held accountable.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

tallulah3

That’s so sad. I’m sorry for the loss of your friend

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

dearjankoaol.com

Deeply sorry,people get the deadly vaxx,that they know nothing about,  just to be more free and

travel,i heard,that Greece,requested all be vaxxed,in order to visit,etc.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

sio6474

Heartbreaking!

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

ScanKat

This is a murder. How can human beings that claim to be working in healthcare think that killing

people for a disease that would not damage them in the least be justiRed. Feels like we are living in

zombie land.
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Posted On 05/24/2021

 

Randyfast

I'm sorry for your loss. I haven't seen this level of evil in 7 decades! How many millions more will

die?

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

stanleybecker

I have always been impressed by the explorative investigations of Stephanie Seneff - the RISKS posed

by the latest in the criminal products that Pharma relentlessly puts on the market as CONSUMER

PRODUCT - the lab derived RNA package that has been contrived to be packaged in a cholesterol

solution and suffused into ALL the receptive tissues in your organism is by far the most DANGEROUS

CONSUMER PRODUCT that has ever been ALLOWED to be MARKETED on  a commercial level - this

liability free Crime against Humanity is more threatening to species survival thasn anything ever

dreamed up so far by MAD SCIENTISTS in the employ of Pharma Capital Opportunists - Seneff quite

responsibly points out that this MADNESS will alter our species make up permanently - our DNA will

move away from God's Vision and become part of the ANTI GOD Snake Junior's Vision -

the Bible asserts that we are all created in God's form but Mankind has lost touch with their God

identity and now have become instead the image that the Snake visualizes - the Snake sees humanity

as NEGATIVE - the Snake has a "solution" - destroy Mankind - this is the aberrant intelligence deRcient

workings of the cunning DUNCE that Rules the World of even more DUNCES - the Snake is King of the

Dunces - this MADMAN wants usc all to be VACCINATED as step one of his HUMAN ANNIHILATION

PROGRAM - and over 100 million American Zombies have already rolled up their sleeves and sacriRced

themselves to the idol of the Snake - Gates is the satanic polar contradiction of the Creation of Life -

but Zombie Culture has lost touch with God - transgressions of this magnitude HAVE WORLD LEVEL
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CONSEQUENCES - Gates is not God and THOSE THAt follow him will suffer many hard lessons - your

body is your Temple - do not sully it with poisonous injections - Gates's Holy Syringe is the Angel of

Death - everyone who injects themselves with this RNA has voted against God

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

aorist

When many Pastors started saying that man had created a way to change God's creation I started

looking to Rnd out how and it sure sounds like the vaxs are the way.  I now wonder if a product

called ambrotose from Mannatech with Dr. Reg McDaniel who is no longer with the company but

has videos on youtube showing how aloe creates cells from the bones that are 300 times larger

than normal.  In fact, they named the cells Gee because they had never seen anything like it.  I also

noticed a person saying pine needles were showing to have helped and wondered because I was

asked to test a product made from a liquid pine tree and used early when the virus hit our house.  It

worked like they say hydroxychloriqure shows to work.  

I can't sale Mannatech products because I talk about health but my daughter I believe was the Rrst

in the nation to have her esophagus grow back in the hospital setting  after they accidentally cut it

4cm.  I talked her surgeon by way of another surgeon who talked him into giving it and scared the

poop out of them when it grew back before she came home.  Anyway, wouldn't the goal be to help

the body create new healthy cells faster than the vax could take them over?  I would love to hear

any tests on stabilized aloe (must freeze until taken).

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

tallulah3

I agree with you completely Stanley

Posted On 05/23/2021
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Kassie

As a Christian, I've been disturbed---greatly---by certain well-known supposedly Christian leaders

who are all in on these experimental gene serums, speciRcally Jim Daly from Focus on the Family

and Franklin Graham (Billy's son) of Samaritan's Purse. Are they not digging deeper on these

experimental shots and seeing the obvious agenda, as well as the real risks to human health and

personal freedom? I guess it would be wrong for me to expect people who only watch mainstream

media and who still actually trust that the government cares about them to somehow have their

eyes opened wide, but it happened to all of us so why not them? At this point, it seems to me

anyone who is not beginning to feel mighty uneasy about something being terribly wrong with all of

this is either unable to think critically or is deliberately putting their head back in the sand. I

watched a video today of people on the beach who were asked to have a small magnet applied to

where they received their shot, and at least 30% of the time the magnet did adhere to the person

where they were injected. Instead of expressing alarm, which would have been my reaction, they

laughed! Almost to a person, they commented on how the government had inserted a tracking

device into them, and they still giggled. I can only shake my head.

Florist- I was reading two articles yesterday about the pine needle tea which they believe may be

the antidote to the spike protein. It is the Suramin inside the pine needles. However, you must be

careful to use the right type of pine needles and you need a fair amount of pine needles to make

the dose equivalent to three cups per day.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

jen3070

Kassie, I agree, it is disturbing to watch. Ignorance? Brainwashing? I don't know how they don't see

what Christians, of all people, should know to watch for! I also see it in Creation Ministries

International, which shocks me.
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Posted On 05/24/2021

 

Randyfast

Stan; have you seen the following video? They have it covered! They worship a different "god".

www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

versatile

New things, in general, are crap. When we Rrst create something new, even something very useful, the

Rrst versions range from almost useless to dangerous. Most new ideas fail and we often learn the hard

way. Most vaccine candidates fail. Ideas like social distancing, constant mask wearing and alcohol

wipes are all new, dangerous, and of questionable effectiveness.

Things and ideas that last, that have the most value are old, well studied ideas put to new uses.

 Vitamin D, sunshine, exercise, hydration, healthy nutrient rich foods and supplements, and well known,

well tested medicines like quinine - developed into hydroxychloroquine, and hydrogen peroxide and

many oxide variants are safe and effective platforms to use in new ways. But with COVID, old, powerful,

well tested tools and techniques are forbidden. Even discussing them is often considered criminal.

Curing COVID is also forbidden. We've give up the old ideas of cure - and today, most diseases, even

the common cold, inluenza, measles, and now COVID are considered incurable. Cure cases are

dismissed - not studied at all. It's not just the new, so-called "vaccines" - it's our total approach to

COVID that creates, increases, and sustains higher risks.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

stanleybecker
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Marinkos - the Rockefellers are Modern Medicine and are part of the Federal Banking System

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

dearjankoaol.com

Correct, except, covid, newer been proven in Koch,Rivers Postulates, CDC newer isolated and they

say so,is not in the Programs, aka "vaccines" But covid is a communist's  platform, call: "Critical

Intelligence" ,it proven destroying small and medium businesses, mass murder, absolute slavery

and soon Genocide, that world newer experience it

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Siriusbe1

Well, the detailed advanced scientiRc reporting above supports my intuitive inner guidance about not

not being immunized myself. Thank you Dr. Mercola for your mammoth efforts. However,the problem

is I have a few loved ones who have been immunized because if they did not,they would have lost their

jobs and livelihood. This will of course be the challenge of so many folks on earth.

  So from the article, it seems humanity is going to have to learn the hard way, through much suffering

and loss of life,about the misuse of scientiRc knowledge inspired by greed and fear. Trusting the innate

immune system is the way. I have already experienced some neurological damage on my left arm

because of the jabs i received in my early life and i do not want any more, thank you.Of course it's

always possible that some inspired scientists may discover a solution before too much damage is

done, but that's a big X factor.

 Here it amazes me how easily the masses just believe what they are told by the so-called experts

,without even pausing to ask questions.One solution is to encourage scientists to meditate so that they

are guided not only by the limited expertise in their particular Reld but also by their inner vision from

beyond the mind.We need a whole man and woman on planet earth and not just knowledgeable
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experts. i can see perfectly well that people like Joe and others are also being guided by something

else other than their scientiRc training,otherwise i would not be reading their material.We need to be

grateful to these courageous people like Joe who are putting their reputations on the line.I am in the

same boat, as here where i am,i am speaking out and i know many do not like to hear what i have to

say.They would rather remain under the blankets of their outmoded belief systems and go back to

sleep and "please do not disturb!". Sad. I trust in the end that the truth will be victorious however long it

takes. Remember people like Galileo, who had the courage to challenge

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Catryna

Siriusbe1  People really need to know the law. No experimental EUA can ever lawfully be forced on

a person. It is against the law to hold someone's job hostage or anything else, in order to get them

to comply. That would be against the US Constitution, the Nuremberg Code, and the Geneva

Convention. I believe one person has taken their employer to court on this issue, and won.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Almond

Covid cases in the US are now the lowest in a year.

 apnews.com/article/health-coronavirus-pandemic-us-news-ap-top-news-mob..  I observe many

people going maskless.  Just today, I literally forgot to wear a face mask at the end of a very long day.

 (I am fed up with masking and was going to just pull my shirt up over my nose anyway.)  The clerk told

me no big deal--they do not enforce the mandates.  While traveling, I stopped at a rest area.  I noticed

that not a single person was wearing a face mask (which is good).  However, it indicates that people

are losing their fear of the plandemic.  So, I am thinking... what will the new "crisis" be that those in

power have in store to control us?  They are going to need to replace covid with something else. Will it

be some horrible mutation or something entirely different?
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Randyfast

In Canada, every retail store 'enforces' the muzzle! They have "security guards" to make sure that all

the "rules" are obeyed. They are all committing a CRIMINAL ACT! Evidently, they are getting away

with it.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Almond

Randyfast...

I am also shocked to see what is going on in Canada.  In spite of their socialist leanings, they used

to be one of the countries most supportive of individual freedoms.  I used to travel to Canada

frequently for educational seminars, hunting and Rshing. I doubt I will ever cross the border again.

 Even in my lifetime, in rural areas, the border between Canada and the US was pretty much wide

open with no problems.  Sad how things have turned out--everywhere.

The next issue in the US will be how they differentiate between who has been vaccinated and who

not.  I have considered wearing a yellow star that says "unvaxxed" in protest.  But this may not be a

good time to draw attention to myself if my skills and knowledge are needed at some future time.  I

guess the saying is, "keep your powder dry."

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Vladimira

This is just the Covid vaccines. What about all other vaccines rumored to be coming in the future and

their deleterious effects? In 2018 when I started researching vaccines for my daughter there were
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rumors that ultimately the pharmaceutical companies would be coming after the adults with

mandatory vaccine schedules. I thought back then such a scenario quite unlikely. Now this scenario

seems to be unfolding quite spectacularly. Are we going to see adults descending into autism now? By

the way, for the Rrst time today I saw a photo of Bill Gates wearing a mask. It amazes me that this frail

looking elderly man can create so much havoc. Just unbelievable.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

darrin2065

"vaxxed or masked" - Not vaxxed then(...?). (in reference to the Bill Gates comment)

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

stanleybecker

Vlad - autism is a developmental problem - as such adults are unlikely to become autistic - but they

might become sick and die prematurely

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

balhawk

Not autistic, but we'll certainly see lots of neurodegenerative disorders, early onset Alzheimer's,

and perhaps least publicized but most pervasive of all, kidney malfunctions.  Ever notice how many

dialysis clinics there are these days?  Once one notices, it's very striking.

Posted On 05/23/2021
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Randyfast

If this works out for them; they won't need to make "vaccines" mandatory!

thetattyjournal.org/2021/05/08/johns-hopkins-university-conRrms-that-..

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

balhawk

Ah, but the "self-spreading vaccines" are just creating another bug -- against which we have

immune systems if it turns out to be not so benign as intended, or even more infectious.   Being a

healthy individual who is not a drug addict, I fear no virus or bacterium.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

dearjankoaol.com

Vladimira, exactly, after those 2 "programs", BUSTER will be the 3  "program" and must to be

updating every 6 month, to deliver Liquid Crystals, via magnetized Hydrogel  in needle, to be hosted

in the Brain and a very low EMF, will control the brain, creating Zombies(i cannot call it vaccine,

because is not)  Google short video: "Dr Pierre Gilbert in 1995"     by 2025, 80% vaxxed  of USA will

be depopulated,  53 million Germans,all countries are included(Rockefeller foundation deagle

report, was taken down after update,from 70,to 80% in April) Janko

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Cabochon

You can be pro-active in stopping the Third World War by signing a petition to stop the lethal injection
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programme now at the Children’s Health Defence website. You can also add the reasons for signing

and upload documents in support of your statement.  You can remain anonymous or give your contact

details if preferred. Dr Seneff’s published article could be one valuable reference.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/sign-petition-chd-fda-take-covid-v..   I gave the following TEN

REASONS  for supporting the petition:

(1) The injections are experimental technology that do not conform to the generally accepted

understanding of what a vaccine is and how it works. These injections do not claim to prevent

reinfection nor infectivity and their only claim is to lessen symptoms. Informed consent to any medical

procedure (as agreed by signatories to the Nuremberg Code, 1946 is therefore not possible, as long

and short term safety data do not exist. See British Medical Journal, November 11th, 2020.  

(2) According to VAERS, the adverse event reporting system, approximately 4000 deaths have been

attributed to the injections and they are therefore in breach of the Hippocratic Oath to “Rrst do no

harm”. When the risk of adverse events from injections exceeds the risk of infection from the disease

itself for the majority, it is time to suspend the injections.

(3) The so called COVID-19 virus presents little or no threat to children, young people and most adults.

It may be life threatening to the elderly, the immuno-compromised or those suffering serious health

conditions, much in the same way as inluenza and pneumonia can be a serious health concern in

those groups. Statistics of death counts from respiratory diseases exist in oNcial records from 1900 -

2019 but the Rgures for inluenza and pneumonia in 2020 do not appear to have been recorded. It is

unclear whether they have been recorded as a total to include suspected COVID-19 deaths.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Cabochon

(4)The system of recording deaths has been changed to include those who have merely been

tested for viral infection or who have died with co-morbidities such as cardiovascular, pulmonary or

other disease but not necessarily from a viral infection. It is not clear what caused these deaths

but they and the tested subjects appear to have been recorded as deaths from COVID-19.

(5) The PCR test used to diagnose the viral illness was not designed as a diagnostic test,
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according to Nobel Prize winner inventor of the test, Kary Mullins. The number of cycles used to

enhance the test images was limited to 17 to maintain accuracy but oNcial testing has been set at

approximately 46 cycles which renders the test unreliable and increases the risk of false positives.

Some would argue that the PCR test was chosen precisely because it can be easily manipulated. A

legal tort case against the inappropriate use of the PCR test is in being prepared by a team of

international advocates.

(6)  Many billions of dollars have been made by investors in the vaccine industry and by the

pharmaceutical manufacturers.  A conlict of interest exists between investors and those who

publicly advocate universal uptake of injections or who seek to denigrate or isolate those who

exercise their legal right to refuse any medical treatment. Under the Data Protection Act, it is not

legal to even inquire about health status of the individual nor to mandate vaccination as a

condition of employment, travel, access to education or public buildings.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Cabochon

(7) Emergency authorisation of medicines, vaccinations or injections is legally granted only  when

no alternative remedies exist. Effective, inexpensive drugs such as hydroxycloroquine and

ivermectin have bern ignored or information about them suppressed or censored as well as

doctors prescribing them threatened or had their licence revoked.  Natural inexpensive effective

remedies such as hydrogen peroxide, zinc, vitamins A, B, C and D, quercetin and others dismissed

or ignored and websites advocating their use threatened with closure.  Many anti-viral herbs such

as andrographis and licorice exist which could also have saved lives. Allowing deaths to occur

when there are effective remedies available has been described by some critics as culpable

homicide.

(8) In view of previous attempts to create coronavirus vaccines ending in failure, and the present

attempt having been rushed with inadequate safety trials, public conRdence in the injections has

been justiRably suspended.

(9) As vaccine companies were granted immunity from liability for adverse events from their

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Cabochon/default.aspx
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product, it remains for governments to award compensation presumably using taxpayers’ money.

 Many thousands of dollars have already been paid in compensation to vaccine injured or their

relatives.

(10) The evidence conRrming preplanning of an event involving the spread of a viral infection and

mandatory vaccination is freely available on line -  via key search words such as “Agenda 21”,

“Event 201”,  “World Economic Forum” etc

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

NewlandsWanderer

An excellent post Cabochon.  Thanks for setting out all the individual points so very well.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

rrealrose

Cabo, THEY cannot stop! There is no power stronger to stop the killing Relds, as Govt Agencies

have royalties and kickbacks from the sales. Didn't anyone pay attention to Dr David Martin's take

on these shots? Vaccn manufacturer's are proRting, they are developing a slew of vaccns, already

in the works for different viral illness. * These vaccines turn recipients into vaccine dependents, for

life, as they weaken the innate human immune system. THIS IS the adult vaccine schedule they

have been dreaming of and salivating over for years now.

Your prose is great, good luck with the battle. Apparently a bunch of humans need to gather at the

revolving doors of the CDC in Atl and the FDA in DC, jam these doors while banging drums, pots,

pans, lids and make noise for 24 hrs straight. Camp out, make sure they cannot get into the

buildings through the front door. Bring the kids along and demonstrate like HIV guys and gals did

back in the late 70's, and lie down as dead on the sidewalk, so all of Washington can see the

damage being done. Biden is indoctrinated, he is one of them!!
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Cabochon

Thanks Newlands and rrealrose. I have already received a request to use these statements to sign

the CHD petition.  The one point I forgot to stress was that the vaccine makers must continue to

use the word “vaccine” to describe their product so that they can still claim freedom from liability

for adverse reactions.  Dr Cahill makes the very valid point that even the doctors and nurses

administering the injections can be held responsible for any adverse reactions as a result of the

injections. You will remember from the Nuremberg trials, just following orders was not an

acceptable excuse. And medical professionals have a duty to Rnd out the facts before obtaining

informed consent from their patients for any medical procedure, otherwise they can be charged

with assault and lose their licence.

 rumble.com/vhfbov-professor-dolores-cahill-says-that-mrna-vaccines-enh..  

Peaceful demonstrations are a good tactic, rrealrose, although they are not reported on

mainstream media. There was a good one recently in London - a march past with banners right

outside BBC broadcasting house. I only knew of it from underground websites such as Bitchute as

I do not have TV and refuse to pay the £157 annual licence fee when I can get lies and propaganda

for free elsewhere. I understand the injections are likely to make future infections by-pass the

immune system, i.e. make the vaccinated even more at risk of serious immune reactions.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

dearjankoaol.com

I agree,but the mass murderrers,from Davos WEF,the Rotschild Bankers,zionist,etc,care less

Posted On 05/23/2021
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rrealrose

Nice link to that interview w Prof Delores Cahill. Thanks!

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

bul51293

@Almond....what's next you ask?  Well if you are interested in the manual they are following:

banthis.tv/watch   Come fall or winter they are going to unleash another virus - and those that have

taken the shot will probably die off quickly (if they are not dead already).  World's leading virologist, Luc

Montagnier (Nobel Laureate) has conRrmed that all vaccinated people will die off within 2 years.  He

conRrmed there is no chance of survival for people who have received any form of the vaccine.  He

states, "There is no hope and no possible treatment for those who have already been vaccinated.  We

must be prepared to cremate the bodies."  The scientiRc genius backed up the claims of other eminent

virologists after studying the ingredients of the vaccine.  "They will all die from antibody-dependent

enhancement that is all that can be said."

There will be more lockdowns, martial law (again), EMP attacks, starvation, war.  Kill Gates will be also

controlling our food supply and letting us only eat toxic things that he determines for us to eat

(including insects).  This is not a joke.  He has stated these things.  The ultimate goal by these sick

satanic controlling tyrannical nut jobs is complete depopulation thru "vaccines" (which are not

vaccines), starvation, sterilization (thru the shots), viral shedding to the unvaxxed, war, etc.  Klaus

Schwab of the World Economic Forum (evil nazi) has stated that we will Rrst be using QR codes, then

vaccine passports, then chips in the hand/arm, then in the brain.  They want to depopulate 95% of the

population.  Why has no one stopped these evil bastards?  Kill Gates, Fauci, Klaus Schwab, the UN, the

US govt, Rockefellers/Rothchild families, royal family, and more....the evil is so deep and expansive

that is why - its really sad what is taking place.  Try to at least save the children/babies - inform dumb

sheep parents to take those self-suffocation devices off of their kids, and no vax ever

Posted On 05/23/2021
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wordtothewisest

Thanks so much for this critical piece of information. It was a big eye-opener; while it also gave me

hope. Thank you and your guest for the time-consuming and dedicated research into what we are

currently being dangerously and blindly led through.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

balhawk

This is the most important article on the COVID jabs yet.  Dr. Seneff deserves a Nobel Prize for this

research, and much appreciation for bringing this to our attention, Dr. M.   THIS is the reference to pass

along when ones mentions "following the science".  An article in a scientiRc journal that cannot be

dismissed out of hand on account of the source.   The science has spoken loud and clear: AVOID these

jabs!  As I listen to her, the horror of this becomes so clear.  All subtle enough and so plausibly deniable

that even the scientists who developed these jabs have been hoodwinked.  It's either the most colossal

error or evil scheme ever, that much is obvious; most likely both, depending upon who, their position,

and what they really know.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

StandFastPats

Ballhawk....EVIL, pure evil.  That our freedoms are being threatened if we don't jab, tell me that this

is one huge push to depopulate,  keep it spreading and keep augmenting it with an even more

lethal jab material to demolish 7B humans on this planet. I believe the enormity of this "project" is

why people cannot get their heads around the end result. My family included.  They believe I've

joined a "cult!"
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

balhawk

Talk about gaslighting SFP, THEY are the ones who are in the throes of cult behavior.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

hgarner2000

It is so true.  We are literally in a sci R, dystopian novel.  Many of my close friends and family are

completely hoodwinked by the propaganda.  But why am I able to notice what is so well hidden to

everyone else?  Because I have close family who suffer from autism, I've been following the coverups

of the vaccine industry for nigh on decades now.  I'm uneducated in molecular science, but I have an

appetite for studying it and don't shy away from it.  Most people just don't have the time or the appetite.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

rrealrose

Thanks, my BFF had beautiful twins damaged in the 1980s. One fully functional; boy-oh-boy, gets

your antennae up more often than not.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Stockbridge

Check out https://www.ukcolumn.org/  - this is where you get some truthful reporting about vaccine

side effects!!
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Siriusbe1

rumble.com/vhfbov-professor-dolores-cahill-says-that-mrna-vaccines-enh..  please watch the

excellent video above from Dr Dolores Cahill- a must watch .

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Cabochon

Thanks for the link, Siriusbe!   Cahill,  Seneff and Fuellmich are the three who could save this

planet.  Two  brilliant scientists and one legal expert who all speak the truth fearlessly.  Cahill sums

up everything that is wrong with the fake plandemic, gives a warning to the conspirators that the

game is up, the law is being openly louted and tyranny cannot win.  She estimates about 50

percent of the population are aware of the reality of the situation and the other Rfty per cent could

be converted. She is also pro-active with her links to The World Freedom Alliance, World Doctors

Alliance and Freedom Airways.  Her website https://dolorescahill.com/ . What are we waiting for!!

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Bil23438

Looks like the great Dr. Fauci and his gang have managed to produce the perfect virus that just keeps

on killing especially when you take the vaccine.

Posted On 05/23/2021
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missmonty

folks,,,,cut and paste everything we see regarding this situtation before it is removed or taken down.

Blessings to all who are courageous enough to "just say NO".

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Kassie

The un-vaxed must somehow form our own parallel community in order to survive and thrive. It will

be our unvaxed children and grandchildren who will need to marry each other in order to keep the

human race going without the contamination of this wretched "thing" seeping into their RNA/DNA.

Indeed, they may be the only ones who will still be able to reproduce.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Jackaroni

At least there is one positive thing, if the powers that be skipped getting their vaccine or took a

placebo, they can still suffer the same harm through exposure to the vaccinated.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Randyfast

I don't know, Jack (notice the comma;) ); they don't interact with anyone outside their circle.

Posted On 06/06/2021
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NewlandsWanderer

Please comment now and give your views on the Children's Health Defense's FDA  petition regarding

EUA covid vaccines:

www.regulations.gov/commenton/FDA-2021-P-0460-0001?eType=EmailBlastCon..

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

rrealrose

Yes, I am reading now.  See my response to Cabochon somewhere today - I sense these Agencies

are entirely conlicted with 60 to 70% of their operating budgets coming from Big Pharma. God

Bless the attorneys Rling these motions; yet so far, they are not gaining much traction using legal

language to tell the FDA they have a lot of American taxpayer blood on their hands! A few gallon

cans of dark red paint spilled on their sidewalk may bring this matter to light faster?

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

ICONOCLAST

I did yesterday.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

BiomedMom1

Yes, already done ...
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Posted On 05/24/2021

 

Freedomofchoice1

What about all those “heads of state” that got on TV to PROOV to the nation that it is safe, and we must

all follow>>?? What about the “leader of the free world” Not so sure if President J Biden can still be

declared leading the free world… with “mandatory” everything, and bureaucrats shutting down small

organic producers or Raw milk farmers… and several “ natural Health” practitioners…. and the like, also

UK;s Boris Johnson, Australia’s PM Morrison And several others…. All it seems needing to set an

example for the herd to follow… Strange that the herd this time around, especially in Australia where

the people normally have a very high vaccine rating… especially their children in the hi 90% I believe…

What is the likely scenario if some of these :leaders: get seriously ill… yes I know there are 2IC’s BUT….

Just imagine  the news headlines once that starts to roll…..!!!

As diNcult as it may become, I truly believe we must start the Rght back, even as in Australia now one

is supposed to :check in: with ones smart phone and QR code so that the Government knows that we

can be contacted in the next 25 days IF we have met with a :infected person”  Well how thoughtful is

our Government, when especially Australia  we have  ONLY ever had Hotel Quarantine and Government

Hospital “cases” What are cases exactly?  Why is the global media only ever talking about “cases” why

not hospital admissions, and or deaths. Would that be so many less “cases” to worry the community

with! Well we have NOT once :checked in: I am fed up to the nose with being traced everywhere I go, so

NO more  and maybe we will see another French style or Russian style Revolution, when we all get

pushed just one more time too far.  Zinc, VIT D, Vit C, Selenium, are my NO 1 choices for prevention…

and a lot of chem. free food  most of it home grown

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Jennycat24

Don't forget the quercetin, just in case your lungs get affected, to stop the ACE2 receptors causing

a cytokine storm....
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

StandFastPats

Freedom:   I believe our "so-called" leaders and others spouting forth about getting the jab, have

not had it themselves AND don't intend to.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

balhawk

I wouldn't be surprised whether they got the jabs, didn't get the jabs, got placebos, or whatever.  I

think these "leaders" are just tools, whores (with apologies to real sex workers), and dupes

themselves, and as expendable to the real powers as the rest of us.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Lionel11

Great article.  I doubt the authors concerns on "superspreaders".  On this site there are articles about

how asymptomatic people cannot spread disease when they themselves are not sick and therefore

cannot have the viral load necessary to make others sick.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

balhawk
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I'm with you. No sense falling into the same sort of fearmongering as the covidiot masses in

reverse.  Let's keep perspective.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Kassie

It is my growing understanding that the spike protein is only a piece of something, not the entire

disease. It is also being stated by some doctors that what we have here is not a virus at all. Prion

diseases are scary as hell, because at least some of them, like Creutzfeldt-Jakob (a dementia that

leads to death with no known cure) are deRnitely contagious.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

StandFastPats

Lionel...asymptomatic yes.  But as I read the article, the Jabbed are a different matter.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

cathyx

This is truly scary. The more information that doctors research and Rnd out about this vaccine, the

worse it's getting. I'm so glad I never got it.

Posted On 05/26/2021

 

elvanore
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Much of the discussions regarding the safety issues and concerns involve primarily the mRNA

vaccines. Is there anyone that can give commentary or guidance on the safety of the J&J Vaccine??

The lack of commentary on this one can support the notion that that version of the so called vaccines

in safer long term than the alternatives. What are the major safety concerns with the J&J Adenovirus

drug?? Or are we grouping all these drugs into the same category and have similar concerns for all??

Thanks for your help with the head spinning topic. The misinformation and lies are stunning.

Posted On 05/25/2021

 

kku35696

I just watched a video conference from our CEO at our hospital. He stated that the vaccine will be

mandated by the end of the year. It gives me time to look for a new job.

Posted On 05/24/2021

 

elidumitru

The paper you referenced: Expert evaluation on adverse effects of the PRzer-COVID-19 vaccination,

says “Tables 1 and 2 show that death rates for each period during and after the vaccination process

are greater than for the unvaccinated,..”  and “For those above 60, during the Rrst 14 days after 1st

dose injection, deaths are 14.6 times more frequent per day than for unvaccinated.”

However, in Table 1, the Rrst line under “Died/day/tot” is 0.003303 and under “Died/unvacc” it’s 14.60.,

which is more than 4,000 times more than 0.003303.  The numbers all the way down the chart continue

with the numbers in the “Died/unvacc” column consistently higher by orders of magnitude.  Nowhere is

it explained how these numbers back up the claim that deaths of the vaccinated were 14.6 times more

frequent than the unvaccinated. Then, in Table 2 the total in the row for “Deceased” for the vaccinated

adds up to 898, while the number Deceased for the unvaccinated is 1566.  Again, no explanation of

how these numbers show more deaths among the vaccinated than the unvaccinated.
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Posted On 05/24/2021

 

mrrobb

Viruses are much smaller than the cells they infect. ....and  how many have actually seen a

virus???.....and these' viruses'  are going to be stopped with a  rag or a mask???  lol. Not a

chance......Oh the masks are to stop dropplets?  yeah  sure they are......LOL. Monkey see.......monkey

do.... and this is the World Healthy Org near Owner telling Billions what to do??? and have governess

 bowing down  and Billions of people  kissing up to this ??      www.youtube.com/watch  I am still

ROFLMAO over hundreds of 'logical well-educated '((??)people waddling wearing stupid rags and

masks on their faces...I am stymied  at how really STUPID  these people really are.......people with

years in Universities and even medical students whom really believe that some old rag is going to

protect them from a supposed  'virus' ..

All that have been isolated about the 'virus' is what the newspapers and TV  told them to know.....they

show some spiked red ball  and  say this is what this thing is.....???  just some computer generated

model ???  ..IDthink so...now this supposed 'virus'  has mutated??   I think the world  needs to think

about how much real; bullsh!t is shoved down their throats... Masks?? Monkey see , Monkey Do.. I think

its just another Big Lie.....AGAIN!!!! Hahahah.the Big Lie  works  so well.....billions take this ...Hook Line

and sinker....kinda like Rshing in a barrel...

Posted On 05/24/2021

 

Randyfast

Mrrobb; I'm wondering, just how braindead a person has to be, to believe that the idiotic mask

they're wearing is protecting them from anything!

Posted On 06/06/2021
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Russ G.

So...how large are spike protein exosomes? I mean, we all know that the (ab)normal masks people are

wearing cannot possibly Rlter down to the submicron level, which is required to be effective for viruses.

And we all know (don't we?) that the fully exposed mucosa of our eyes is completely susceptible to

penetration of viral particles. Which makes everything below a full-face virology mask a mind control

device and not an actual health or safety device. So, I'm curious about how large those exosomes are,

how numerous they are and how they act in the environment. Do they loat or do they succumb to

gravity quickly? Because inhaling those seems like a much bigger concern than inhaling some of this

plandemic's bug particles. Also, it's doubtful any kind of herd immunity could occur from spike

proteins, which means a cure would also be unavailable.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Joe_Below

I would argue these "vaccines" were not developed in a lash. They've been working on this plan of

control and depopulation for some time. It's like saying they suddenly came up with the Patriot Act

right after 9-11 and COVID passports in the wake of the announcement to the world of COVID in early

2020. You can guarantee they had been working on their bio-weapons long before hand and had just

revealed it to us just before their release. The only time they needed really was for the sales and

marketing. The bio-warfare munitions had already been packaged with their toxic payloads for

deployment and were getting lined up on the vaccine silos and bomb bays. Yeah, look in that direction.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Randyfast

The odds of that, are 100%! I know the "game" well.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Russ-G_2E00_/default.aspx
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

tallulah3

Do you think the poison injection changes a person’s personality?  I know someone that got it and

seems different

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Randyfast

Well; considering that it crosses the blood-brain barrier...

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

cybersoul

THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity   COVID-19 INJECTION

www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection   THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

DannyBoy62

@cybersoul Thanks for the links !

https://articles.mercola.com/members/tallulah3/default.aspx
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

sue2613

It's ironic that people in poor countries who will not get the vaccine may end up better off than wealthy

countries.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

balhawk

You mean the remotest indigenous populations?   Poor countries are getting the worst of 'em, all

"for free", thanks to the "generosity" of our "philanthropists".

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Randyfast

Balhawk is correct. India already kicked billy boy out of the country after his death jabs destroyed

the lives of half a million young people! That is but one example!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

People wonder if China has released a bioweapon on the world and Fauci/Gates/Biden complicit

Manchurians in a deadly vaxx? China uses an old fashioned Sinovac containing killed covid virus and

so have not crippled their population with our "safe" genetic altering injections. Time will tell if egg rolls

and chopsticks replace McBurgers and forks in the American future.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/sue2613/default.aspx
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

rrealrose

Yes, and they also sent patients home with trad. herbal formulas to help repairs faster, heal faster.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

shannonaz

Forbiddenhealing:

That scenario is seeming more likely by the minute.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

StarPowerVitD

So it looks like vaxxed females eggs are not affected by the mRNA vax as these were formed at birth.

However, vaxxed males may be a problem with regard to fertility/birth defects.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

mjnelson999

Miscarriages seem common, though.
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Longplay

"... millions of people are now being vaccinated around the world, based on nothing more than

preliminary eNcacy data." People on the left are constantly averting that the "vaccine" is X% effective

without ever explaining  what it's effective at doing, how that is measured, and nicer show the data that

proves their contention.  I believe we will Rnd that, as with the other mitigations, the imposition of the

"vaccines" will have had little to no effect on the already naturally occurring downward trend of the

virus.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

CMT367

Check out childrenshealthdefense.org . It applies to adults too b/c they were once young, damaged

by the CDC aggressive vax agenda. Btw, you will Rnd vax challengers on both the right and left

political spectrum. CDC does not care about long term effects of the "new vax-gene therapy". CHD

dot org explains how CDC owns patents on drugs and proRts off them. The Moderna covid vax

patent is co-owned by NIH and Moderna...= $ billions proRts for both...

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

debchosen

"optimize your innate immune system and one of the best ways to do that is to get enough sun

exposure,"

We have had very little sun here in mid Tennessee for months.  If we do have a sunny day, they are

spraying us like mad to block it out.    Just another way to weaken/sicken the useless eaters.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Longplay/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/CMT367/default.aspx
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

DebbyW

Reading all this scary stuff and wondering what will happen to everyone in the world made me think up

a poem as I was walking today.

Death

Death came slowly. It crept through the neighborhoods, the villages, the towns. //It crept through the

cities, the states, and the country. //Then Death took over the world. //It was too late to save even

themselves, //when those who released Death saw what they’d created. //First Death stalked the old,

then the young, no matter if rich or poor. //Those who thought Death had past them by soon learned the

truth. //Death returned for more and more until there were no more to give. //Then Death rested.

—Deborah Wallace

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

MercyBlessing

Help free society from coronavirus tyranny by sharing the truth. Please pass this information on to

everyone starting especially with those most easy to wake up to truth!!!!!!!!!!

www.stopworldcontrol.com/fuellmich   ○ 

breaking-news.ca/the-new-nuremberg-trials-2021-please-share-this-info/  ○
 breaking-news.ca/dr-reiner-fuellmich-international-lawyer-has-all-the-..  ○
 breaking-news.ca/watch-dr-reiner-fuellmich-nuremberg-2-those-involved-..

Posted On 06/06/2021
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os00

We need a study of pre and post vaccination by simply tracking inlammatory markers like CRP,

cytokines, IL-x and even ANA markers and clotting markers... Need some insight into what the vaccine

is actually doing to clotting, inlammation, hormones....

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

kaaren_203

Could someone could someone shed some light (no pun meant) the information I'm receiving about a

person that has been vaccinated with a covid shot I assume it's also with the booster and the second

shot that that person sheds a protein that can affect someone's respiratory system that has not had a

vaccine whose system may be compromised please if you could if you know any answers on this send

them to my own account here with Mercola because I'm not sure without reading where someone who

might answer this question might post this answer I thank you in advance for any help also how long

after a person has had these vaccinations does this shedding continue?

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

sio6474

I posted the julia reis article to highlight the spin by the side that is censoring the harms and deaths of

the mRNA shot

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

sio6474

6 Real Examples That Prove The COVID-19 Vaccines Are Working June 2, 2020 by Julia Ries

https://articles.mercola.com/members/os00/default.aspx
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….The vaccines aren’t perfect — no vaccine is. But the COVID shots come pretty close….. Infections are

free-falling as vaccinations increase.  Hospitalizations and deaths are down.   COVID-19 cases among

kids are declining, in large part thanks to people getting the vaccine who are eligible. ….Vaccinated

people directly exposed to COVID-19 aren’t getting sick.   We often hear about rare breakthrough

infections in people who are fully immunized, but we rarely talk about all the times vaccinated people

didn’t get sick after they were directly exposed to someone infected with COVID…There was an

outbreak at a nursing home in Kentucky .. It might not sound like a win for vaccines at Rrst. But if you

dig into the data, it’s clear the vaccines worked wonderfully. The person who brought COVID into the

facility was unvaccinated — a reminder to get your shots, McBride said. …Last but not least, the

Yankees outbreak: …Of the eight people who got infected, only one developed symptoms; the other

seven were asymptomatic (a sign the vaccines did their job). Many doctors say a positive diagnostic

test doesn’t necessarily equate to an infection. The positive polymerase chain reaction (PCR) tests

were probably just picking up on little bits of virus that their immune systems were clearing out (thanks

to the help from the vaccines). Get those vaccines; they’re working. …Experts are still learning about

COVID-19. The information in this story is what was known or available as of publication, but guidance

can change as scientists discover more about the virus.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

DebbyW

And they don't want to attribute the drop in cases to either the reduced test cycles or the weather.

Flu and cold cases always drop as the weather gets warmer. People outside, exposed to sunshine.

My best friend was telling me this drop was the result of the vaccine. I told her what I said above.

She said, what about last summer? There was no convincing her that since it was a new virus with

little previous exposure and we were forced into the unnatural reaction to it, it didn't get a chance to

run it's normal course.

Posted On 06/06/2021
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steelj

Great article.  I love the way Seneff presents her Rndings.  She doesn't oversell them, just lays them

out, unlike Mikovits who has a lot of useful information to pass along but talks like she has a crystal

ball that she just does NOT have.  Nobody knows how all this will play out.

This article prompted a thought I'd never had.  If there is a nefarious agenda (emphasis on if) maybe

they are pushing the vaccines for young people for this reason:

You are young, great immune system, get exposed to the virus, immediately knock it out, have minimal

exposure to spike proteins, but you are now immune for life or a long time anyway.

Give the same young person the vaccine, and it's engineered to be certain to lood your body with spike

proteins, unlike the natural infection would.  So if you want to screw up the young generation you can

only do it with the vaccine, if as Seneff opines the spike proteins cause major issues.

Which would explain the otherwise irrational push to jab people not at risk with a risky therapy.  Along

with Rnancial and other reasons of course.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

harvelicious

The disastrous effects of statin drugs will undoubtedly amplify the destructive & deleterious

consequences of the "C-19" lethal injections. Nothing good could possibly come from these satanic

death shots.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Palazzolo

Addenda:  childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccine-spike-protein-travel..
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

dividingcricker

Following .....

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

esecallum

Anyone not wanting to vaccinate but is being forced or blackmailed you can use this method to

mitigate the side effects of vaccines and spiked proteins.

The magnetic pulsar device induces currents in the vaccine after injection and disables the vaccine

concoction. It's called a magnetic pulsar but costs £400 from Sota and is not portable.  A easier and

cheaper  alternative is the small butterly battery operated $5 massagers from ebay.

It's small compact and portable. You simply apply the conductive butterly wings to the injection spot

and and apply setting 4 (continuous electric pulses at a comfortable level for about 10 to 20 minutes

IMMEDIATELY after the BLACKMAILED/FORCED vaccination and out of sight of the Medical MaRa and

then repeat a few times during the day. The electric current pulses will cause micro-electrolysis within

the body luids which releases various charged ions and free radicals which combine with any nearby

vaccine components  and either neutralizes them or reduces their effects. Don't use if you have a

pacemaker. Use BRAINS.

Look here for a demonstration : www.youtube.com/watch  

Type this in ebay search  'Electric Butterly Shape Massager Vibrating Muscle Pain Relief Massage

Device'

Posted On 06/06/2021
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M.H.Deal

Ohio, like other states, is seducing residents with a short time lottery.  Get a shot, get a chance at a one

million dollar prize OR , if not an adult, get a shot for a chance at a free scholarship, doubtlessly at an

Ohio school.  If you did win the million in the lottery, you'd have to take the after tax dollars [certainly

NOT one million] and invest it in some long term asset which will increase so that when you do come

down with a "vaccine" caused condition [far in the future after everyone has forgotten about "the jab"]

you'll be able, at least in part, to cover the bill which neither the drug company nor your insurance will

pay.  Chump.  You're on your own.  

Consider post-polio syndrome.  Long after, decades after, someone has "recovered" from polio, the

muscles fail, leaving the person weakened permanently.  Never hear about this?  Right?   When I asked

my podiatrist about this, he casually acknowledged its truth.  Hmm!  What doctors know and what

they'll seldom, if ever, tell you.

In the manner of "vaccines", skip the siren song for "herd immunity."   Focus just on the herd.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Palazzolo

Just when I thought that sheeple couldn't get more stupid.  Now this...

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

JeanetteVictoria

Just a FYI www.americasfrontlinedoctors.org  is no longer available on the web.
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Randyfast

Try the following link. Of course, the youtube "summit" videos have been removed; for violating the

terms of TYRANNY! www.americasfrontlinedocs.com

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

ymiranthis

Try this:  thetruthaboutcovid.com/americas-frontline-doctors

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Astonished

It's baloney that the injections haven't been tested. The monsters know VERY WELL how this will play

out and must have been testing in the last 10 years or more. It was clear by September, 2020, that the

shots were extermination devices...

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Palazzolo

Evidence:  childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccine-spike-protein-travel..

Posted On 06/06/2021
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Almond

Get drunk and get vaccinated.  -Anheuser-Busch

Get high before you die.  -The Mint Dispensary

Get vaccinated and become obese.  -Kripsy Kreme

Play the lottery and Russian Roulette at the same time.  -WA State lottery.

This is how dumb they think you are... that you can be brainwashed for a mess of pottage. How many

people follow the advice given by the pied pipers Fauci, Biden, Gates and Zuckerberg?  Are they

credible or knowledgeable sources of information?  Would you bet your life on it?

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Randyfast

As you and I both know; there is no shortage of dumb people.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Palazzolo

The good news here is that the post-"vaccine" apocalypse shall have culled the heard of millions (if

not billions) of stupid people.

A stupid person is a danger to him or herself and others.

Posted On 06/06/2021
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Almond

Palazzalo... If we can resist long enough to survive.  However, it is likely those who are vaxxed may

have greater problems to focus on than pursuing those who are unvaxxed.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Siriusbe1

I am also drinking pine needle tea, which contains simarin, every day to protect against off-loading of

spike proteins from vaccinated people.So far this feels good.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Siriusbe1

Great work Joe .After reading the above, the spiritual guidance was clear:just sit for a while and receive

new information.All my life i have been operating as a spiritual healer ,with great healing results.The

response after sitting for a while was very very positive,not negative at all.Why?Because due to Joe's

and Seneff's detailed scientiRcally expressed information above ,i now know exactly what to ask for in

self-healing and healing other people,whether they have been vaccinated or not.. I am most

grateful.Thank you so much!

 And the lessons need to be learnt. ScientiRc research which is unconsciously motivated by greed

leads to humanitarian disaster.I bow down in gratitude to those courageous scientists who are also

trusting their intuition that something has gone very wrong here.Right on!

Posted On 06/06/2021
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whisperingsage

She feels guilty for dropping out of this nobel Prize winning lab, to raise a family, well, she must have

been a fabulous mom, and her kids must think worlds of her. My single mom taught us so much and

she never did anything impressive with her life, but the more I live, the more I appreciate what she

taught us. The amazing mind of Stephanie Seneff, I am grateful to share her with her kids. I bet she

taught them all sorts of fascinating stuff. The mom's job in raising good citizens in one of the most

important jobs.

Posted On 06/02/2021

 

pat2663

In addition to the solutions mentioned in the article, is nebulized hydrogen peroxide also one of them?

I’ve watched Dr. Mercola’s video on it and thought it is something you can do to improve your lungs in

the event you get COVID-19 however I assume it does nothing to improve the immune system.

Posted On 05/27/2021

 

lk2094

Thank you Dr Mercola and Dr Seneff for amazing information.  I can't thank you and many other people

who are relentlessly putting this information out freely to the public in spite of the huge resistance and

many many challenges.  I am relentlessly sharing it to hopefully reach even more people.  Thank you

again.  I am looking forward to having Dr Seneff and Dr Mikovits on the same program.

Posted On 05/26/2021
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Ronybegoode

Has always Dr. Seneff comes up with information that tells use so many truths about how our bodys

work that so often goes against the pharmaceutical/medical industry propaganda that is spread on the

mass media.  Dr. Seneff is a good example of that famous quote from Albert Einstein: people who

really understand what they are talking about can explain it to anyone.  She makes the science very

understandable.

Posted On 05/25/2021

 

bchristine

Fascinating interview, although it is well-beyond what I can understand.  I did understand a few bits and

pieces of it .... more conRrmation about how dangerous these "vaccines" are; and I'm sure we're just

seeing the tip of the iceberg for now.  It makes me glad I am still standing strong despite lots of

pressure to "get vaccinated!"

Posted On 05/24/2021

 

GoldCoaster

So why are Indians dying in record numbers? What are the health and environmental issues there?In

Italy, low vitamin D was rampant and the previous type of lu vaccines administered there were

probable causes.

Posted On 05/24/2021

 

my_RNA_DNA

Very interesting paper from Dr. Seneff.  As far as shedding goes, it seems to me that if your body is
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re-programmed to make endless spike proteins with no way to turn off the process or destroy them,

that you would become sort of "engorged" with these unnatural proteins over time and they might be

expelled from the body in various ways.  That might be the body's response to these toxic spike

proteins trying to over-run your innate immune system

Another question arises that I hadn't thought about before.  She refers to the trial potions being much

cleaner than the mass produced-for-public injection versions.  What if the trial solutions were

somehow not the real "vaccines", but some type of weakened potion just so any toxicity would be mild

or non-existent so that they could be approved for use?  What if the mass produced injections are

somehow different from the trial potions?  I would never trust pharma on this issue and I would bet the

CDC and FDA never compared the trial potions to the real injected potions they want everyone to have.

 These two agencies are extremely lazy unless they are getting bribe funds.  I do not see either of them

working with the public's health as their primary focus.

There seems to be numerous possible outcomes from these injections that could be destructive to our

natural immune systems, which normally function extremely well and are very superior to anything

pharma could ever dream up.  We need to know what the longer term effects are going to be and that is

why these concoctions should never have been rushed into acceptance.  At the minimum, that would

be 5 years and if the FDA and CDC had any balls, they would insist on 10 solid years of testing that

would be overseen by independent parties and not big pharma itself...which for any drug they produce

always presents severe conlicts of interest.  Witness this process that appears for every new cancer

drug.

Posted On 05/24/2021

 

Javaned

CDC is a quasi  government entiety. They got funds from the government  and as well private

Rnancing.  They are working  really  for private interests, not for "we the people".  Looks like all

health  "experts " are working  for the same private  entities.  Everything coming from WHO, CDC,

etc. is not to be trusted.
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Posted On 05/27/2021

 

Palazzolo

The FDA and CDC are Rockefeller Commission (circa 1890)/Foundation (1948) contrived, deep

state owned and operated frauds.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

DebbyW

I've thought all along that what trial subjects were injected with was not the same as what people

are receiving now.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

hkpray2day

My husband is from a small island country. Last month his niece's husband, a healthy man in  his early

50's, went to the hospital not feeling well. He was dead at the end of the day. There have been several

more deaths in the extended family since then.  Today there was another one. This one was young

also. I've been hearing so many stories of people around me "suddenly sick". What has changed in our

world that so many are suddenly sick and dying? It seems to me the only logical conclusion is the

 covid jab.

Posted On 05/24/2021

 

timmins22
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Oh no..I did get the Rrst Moderna vaccine at the pushing of my family and telling me I was selRsh if I

did not get it as I could spend it to the rest of the family if I got the COVid .. I did get the Rrst one

vaccine  and have regretted  it ever since. Is it okay if I did not then get the second vaccine required

which is due in August? Would that help my body not get the awful effect even thought I did get the

Rrst one?

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

DebbyW

DO NOT get anymore Covid shots. Maybe you can try the Pine needle tea that was previously

mentioned. Couldn't hurt.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

jintampa1

Thanks Doc, as always I appreciate you sharing this important info. Check this out:

odysee.com/@thecrowhouse:2/If-They-Get-Jabbed-After-Watching-This-They..

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

carolann99

Great info truly appreciated this share of info!!!

Posted On 05/23/2021
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mrrobb

WorldWar-IV.....or WorldWar-V

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

cwc0000

The video was initially blocked on my page by Firefox- working now.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Newbones1

I read yesterday that the COVID Vaccine had created 7 new billionaires.  No wonder they are pushing

everyone to get the vaccine.  Do these evil, greedy people think the money will be put in the grave with

them when they die.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Josie41

Why Bill Gates is still allowed to walk the streets is beyond me. The same with Fauci and Obama's

clone. They are mass murderers...

Posted On 05/23/2021
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sandraemmanouilidesgmail

All this data is phenomenal. If you’re following Dr. Mercola, chances are you’re already committed to

the healthy side if the issue- so this though this paper is signiRcant, you’re just preaching to the choir. If

this GD jab is going to get shut down, perhaps the time is ripe to organize a live debate in a public

forum. Seems Jim Jordan and Rand Paul are positioned to take this down on the Senate loor. Enough

of this internet sharing.. let’s get this done already!

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Keepurwitsaboutye

Should like to know if it's a wise move to take a maintenance dose of Ivermectin to mitigate any

possible outcomes for  the unvaccinated interacting with the vaccinated. Could this also apply to to

those that have been duped into being vaccinated?

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Keepurwitsaboutye

A genuine piece of scientiRc enquiry substantiating what those with good common sense analytical

abilities, have long suspected.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

bptr12

Monsanto has ruined the world -  all for proRts.
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

cmpalmer

Do you think the variety of adverse effects are a result of pre-existing undiagnosed conditions?  Or do

they depend on where the nanoparticles end up?

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

spyderman

Excellent article, this needs to go viral. Thank You.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

mjnelson999

I wonder if ivermectin can abort or minimize the spike protein in COVID-19?  Could this avoid even

needing any vaccine at all?  Stephanie Seneff's interview does not mention Ivermectin. I wish she had

done so.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

dividingcricker

Following..... Not much to add ......If you go back.to Bill Gates and population control You can see this

Rts the bill for Bill......and he's making money too ...
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

DeniseB44

The Jama article referenced for the 17% of study participants produced antibodies after COVID

vaccination pertains to transplant patients who were taking IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE drugs, not healthy

participants. And, the gene sequence for the vaccine mRNA contains a portion that is signiRed as a

Greek letter psi. Our bodies cannot replicate that part of the sequence. This should prevent the mRNA

from being reverse transcribed according to Nakita Katz with INR.  I am still not getting vaccinated, but

please do more research.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

KarenBracken

This vaccine is all a part of the "soft kill" depopulation agenda and Gates is part of this agenda.  Those

that do survive will have a shortened lifespan and be continued customers for big Pharma.  So it is

depopulation and greed.  What is even worse than the agenda is how stupid people are for taking an

experimental vaccine so they can travel or go shopping.  If everyone refused they would have to give up

or we would end up putting them ALL out of business.  This is our problem...we never organize and

Rght back.  And they are making sure we don't organize by driving a wedge between people, censoring

the truth and keeping us muzzled and separated.  UNITED WE STAND, DIVIDED WE FALL.  And it looks

like we are in a free fall to destruction.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

mjnelson999

And Joe Biden is pushing us down the stairs.
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

GoldCoaster

ok, we can survive without travel, I suppose. But all shopping is not like frivolous entertainment.

We have to buy food and other necessities for living.

Posted On 05/24/2021

 

R.Rocket

Yes, Jennycat24, I have been worried sick about a friend in ICU with something called Goodpasture

Syndrome, a serious

autoimmune disease that  attacks the immune system. It occurs when the body's immune system

mistakenly produces antibodies against collagen in the lungs and kidneys.  A kidney biopsy conRrmed

the diagnosis.  I've been trying to determine if this is vaccine related.  She had both doses of pRzer or

moderna probably 2 months ago.  I couldn't help making the connection, but I don't know where to go

or who to ask to get an answer.   She is being intubated and being

treated with some drugs.  She is 73 but still has a lot of life to live.  If anyone knows anything about this

disease, please email me, or write a message here.  Thanks.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

harvelicious

Oh how easily man is deceived.......Creation is perfection & unfolds as natural phenomena as an

expression of consciousness when intention & conditions are right & come into alignment, without

'man' doing anything! In Reality, problems arise when 'man' dismisses, rejects, & further, attacks &

usurps the Creator as the Absolute & Supreme. If we are to learn from history (this is the reason for
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destroying history), it is easily seen that 'man' playing god is at the core of the greatest disasters ever

to occur. At the root of all disaster, tragedy & evil is "fear". The "C-19" manufactured crisis appears to

be shaping up as the greatest disaster & tragedy of all time. Rejecting this insanity can be halted with a

simple "NO".

"Man's calamity is God's opportunity".

"Straight & narrow is the path.....waste no time"

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

DannyBoy62

We don’t know exactly how the jabbed will affect the unJabbed. How do you navigate through a day

without being affected by the spike proteins from the jabbed?

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

StandFastPats

Danny...every day going forward take Vit D, C, Magnesium, Stress & Immune Support mushroom

powder, et al, as outlined by Dr. M.  Keep your immune system HEALTHY.   PS...avoid all fast food

outlets and the oils Dr. M. advises against.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

DebbyW

Daily Pine needle tea?
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Posted On 06/06/2021

 

pnemenz

Hi..my Rrst time commenting here BUT I have followed Dr Mercola for many ,many years and follow his

advice along with other functional medicine doctors. I was a believer in natural/functional medicine

long before it has gotten more popular. I am a big self researcher and thankfully do not use or need

prescription drugs am not a so-called anti vaxxer but do believe we now use vaccines way too much.  I

have never taken the lu shot and from the start of reading about the covid shot-  everything inside me

was shouting no way am I taking this untested, experimental drug.  But unfortunately  I feel like the

lone wolf in my town.  Everyone I know, including family members have all been fully vaccinated.  Only

1 other coworker of mine has not gotten this shot.  I guess I'm reaching out here for some moral

support  because you feel and believe how I do.  Everyday I continue watch and read articles  that show

proof I am not some nut case or conspiracy theorist but trying to talk to some of my friends about what

is going on and what they are not being told is so frustrating....  they look at me and say they spoke to

their physician and he said the vaccine is safe, or i should stop looking on the internet cause its false.

 Etc,etc. My family say we are following the CDC rules or the experts advice.  I am deRnitely the odd

one out..  I so worry about my family,  grandchildren and friends because they don't even want to hear

anything negative about this shot or all the craziness taking place globally...  I was loored the other

day when I tried again to explain to one of my friends that over 4000 deaths have been reported to

VAERS which is a CDC tracking site for US vaccine reactions and was told  -you know millions have

been vaccinated so 4,000 aren't that many!  And none of my friends had any side effects from the

shot....  I'm glad I got mine.  I feel safer and am following the science.  My mouth just dropped! I'm

done trying. Thanks for allowing me to vent my frustrations

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

GoldCoaster

I know what you're saying!!!! It baÄes me that I know only one person who won't get vaccinated

and researches natural medicine. It boggles my mind how the average person takes any drug their

doc prescribes, has no interest in doing health research outside what's mainstream, and still
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believes saturated fat is poison, but vaccines are Rne. Is the average person dumb? Why aren't they

curious about what alternative medicine experts and doctors are saying?

I work in people's homes cleaning. I wonder what I'm going to say if I'm asked if I've been

vaccinated. Should I lie and say yes? Probably not. Well they can terminate my services if they

want to. One customer was very concerned when I had a cold (wasn't coughing or sneezing) and

said I should go to the hospital for testing, which he did the week before when he had a cold. I've

got over it now and there aren't any covid cases in my city in Australia.

Posted On 05/24/2021

 

DebbyW

Do you have an ally in that coworker who hasn't been vaccinated? Or is he/she avoiding it for other

reasons? Maybe you can stay strong together.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

islander129

Many, many thanks to Dr. Seneff for her incredible work, and her patience in explaining the nitty-gritty

to lay people.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Karolina99

Hi, I guess that you heard about Reiner Fuellmich who started lawsuits against these crazy criminals?

breaking-news.ca/the-new-nuremberg-trials-2021-please-share-this-info/
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

ptibbetts

So this happened in the Texas legislature on May 11. It’s about 45 minutes but well worth watching.

The truth is trickling out slowly … www.bitchute.com/.../trqA5NExRbrc

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

rrealrose

Thanks, am certain others will want to listen to this testimony from doctors, and the numbers of

people they helped as outpatients, keeping them out of hospitals.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

jdarnall64

This presents a truth they don't want known.that is intentionally causing more to die across the globe.

All part of depopulatiin presented by Marxists  for years and now they Rnally have the perfect way to do

it. A mandated set of vaccines forced beyond our civil rights. All the research proves this very thing so

how do we prevent it or protect against it? That's  the big question.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

rrealrose
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And these can be quickly altered to suit varying viral targets.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

mjnelson999

Supposedly the vaccines are to reduce COVID-19. I wonder if Ivermectin could at least reduce the

damage?

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

angel42004

Thank you again for a great article.  As the FDA tries to get NAC off the market.  The NIH is doing

studies on the helpful use of NAC and have it published on their site.  I don' t know how to post a link

but the PMC7995409  Just something how FDA bans as the NIH showing it helps.  Thank you Dr.

Mercola for all you do.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Lakhana13

Here you go - Bottom-up analysis of emergent properties of N-acetylcysteine as an adjuvant

therapy for COVID-19 www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../WJV-10-34.pdf

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

mjnelson999
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I immediately ordered NAC online when I saw that. Good old death creating FDA strikes again.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

LuckyinSA

Clan, i believe, but can't Rnd the link that Canada has been trialing the TB vaccine for a response for

covid, with so far amazing results.  The trial if I remember correctly is due to Rnish stage 3 trials on the

6th or 7th of July with published Rndings on or about the 21st of July.  Apparently the eNcacy so far

exceeds 95% with no adverse effects.  If this is true, you might want to hang out for this one.  As

someone who has had this jab with no side effects, If I have to have one, it will be this one.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

fromseatoshiningsea

FYI:  I have read that for anyone who has had a BCG vaccine, that they should not take Ivermectin.

 Please research this beforehand.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

davidle

Most of this article I did not understand but  the bottom line is: the shots are not good for us.

Posted On 05/23/2021
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algaecarol

Please stop calling these injections "vaccines".  They are not vaccines.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

JerryNowacki

My comment is simple. The thoughts and plans of Evil have now become manifest/Actions that only

those with Evil intent could contrive, create, perpetrate, initiate. As the Bible/Hosea 4:6 KJV states "My

people are destroyed for lack of knowledge" and let me add, through laziness, gullibility/naïveté each

person is accountable for the outcomes of an interconnected humanity...

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

clanharwood

Here in The province of Ontario we now have a “Steps To Opening” that is hinged on percentage of

people vaccinated——- this is truly terrifying.  For example, we can slowly move into step one if 60% of

adults are vaccinated, step two will involve maybe opening restaurants if 80% or vaccinated. Those are

examples but you get the point. I won’t get a vaccine unless my employment is jeopardized or the

health & wellbeing of my children in anyway and yes I’m imploring  my kids to NOT take jab but they are

less open minded than I am.  So what I really need to know is which of the poisons are the least

harmful? The PRzer, the Moderna, the Astro Zeneca (an option cuz  I’m in Canada) ? When someone is

faced with an absolutely ridiculous situation isn’t it better to take the least Poison?

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

balhawk
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The Johnson & Johnson, if available there, looks like the most defensible against, based on my

reading of the ingredients.  The Moderna contains the very toxic SM-102, so it's absolutely to be

avoided.  I know least about the Astra-Zeneca, but if it's conventional, again it stands to reason it

may be more defensible against biologically than the MRNA PRzer jab, too.  

Of course, the best option is to avoid them all.  And of course, that's easy for us who aren't facing

such a dilemma to say.  If you think you've had COVID, get a T-Cell antibody test

https://www.t-detect.com/  

Non-covidiot Canadian businesses will certainly have the pick of the best employees   I'd have

never expected there would be an inlux of Canadians into the US, after Vietnam, the war in Iraq,

and whatnot, but now I see one coming.  But Canadians escaping to the US should bypass New

York and Michigan (where the legislature at least opposes the extreme measures), and go further

south. Maybe even straight through to Mexico, where the president isn't such a covidiot.  Hope you

can stay healthy.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Longplay

Same here in North Carolina.  In addition, another metric being used by the state is the number of

"COVID-like" cases!

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Randyfast

Just say NO to Medical/Techno Tyranny! Do NOT play their game...it is a DEADLY game and they

make the "rules"! "The house always wins.". If you play their game - you will lose!
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Lakhana13

Right across The River, in the wonderful Socialist State of Michigan, our governor HALF-Wit has

proposed the same.  Marxist tactic. Be good little boys and girls, get your shots and I'll let you play.

Lat week, of course, she threw in the caveat just for good measure...."as long as we continue to see

the numbers going down, thing will open up.....but if see new variants pop up.....sorry boys and

girls I'll have to send you back into the corner." And the brain dead sheeple say, "Ok. Whatever you

say oh mighty one." You might to try and get hold of the lawyer Rocco Galati here:

lso.ca/public-resources/Rnding-a-lawyer-or-paralegal/directory-search..  Here's the court case -

www.scc-csc.ca/WebDocuments-DocumentsWeb/36231/FM030_Appellant_Rocco-G..

He kicked butt recently in Ontario on COVID. That's the only way I could say it. Best wishes.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

StandFastPats

Clan.   This is indeed horrifying.  1.. Research The Justice Centre based in Calgary, who represent

all Canadians whose Charter Rights and Freedoms are being blatantly violated by Canadian

politicians and government-paid employees in medicine, science, media, universities, schools and

tech.  The Justice Centre web page has excellent articles on all questions related to abuses. 2.  An

experimental vaccine has to have non-jabbed people in a Control Group, in order to prove safety,

eNcacy, etc . Thats what I tell people who are ignorant enough to question my decision. Do not be

coerced.  Watch Dolores Cahill's video dated May 22/21.  Her credentials are irrefutable.  She

demands that the jab be stopped.

Posted On 05/23/2021
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Catryna

“If you're breathing it in, you could be getting an increased risk, it seems to me. I mean, it sounds really

farfetched, but it looks like it could happen, just from the logic of what goes on in biology. "  And,

Physics.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Hercster

Good job Doc. Now he looks for ways around their threats.. "Finally, you want to optimize your innate

immune system and one of the best ways to do that is to get enough sun exposure, wearing in your

bathing suit, to have your vitamin level reach 60 to 80 ng/ml (100 to 150 nmol/l)." He didn't say "D". And

this is still the best advice.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

juststeve

Hang on for a wild ride. Legacy media has started its propaganda campaign against the Dirty Dozen,

with Doc at the top of the list. All of the ones I'm aware of were completely misrepresented. Honest

debate is one thing, outright lies and misdirection are another. If the memory is working it was on PBS.

(I watch local news for the weather, then do a little surRng through as much as I can stomach to

watch.) PBS who before Koch Brothers, Microsoft, Billy Bad Bird and others took over was a place

where one might Rnd someone like Doc. Make no mistake, there is more at stake than Vaccines or the

Jab. All the major six to Big to Fail are just different organs of one big octopus gobbling up life to in the

end if left to be, eat itself. Central Wall Street Banks own the Global/Monopoly Corporations who in turn

have taken over the Government & then in turn block any sanity that could exist in our lives. (Bear in

mind in the seventy's nearly no corporation had any bank loans, only those in trouble or  needing cash

low. Now the Banks are in the Catbird seat and they're doing to Business what they did to the real and

actual small family farm. A disaster for all.)
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

lenny084

FLORIST , you are joking are you not? Y,ALL know what the truth is from the Titanic to 9/

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Longplay

I have an autoimmune condition for which I will be taking an immune suppressing drug for the rest of

my life.  My neurologists, including one from Mayo, have encouraged me to get the jab (which I have no

intention of doing).  Reading articles like this one, I can't see how such a recommendation can be

made.  Are they ill-informed or am I missing something? I assume they are thinking that my

suppressed immune system needs help in Rghting SARS-CoV-2.

EDIT: The condition I have has only been recently named and is called GFAP Astrocytopathy, the GFAP

standing for Glial Fibrilarry Acidic Protein.  If I decrease my dosage of mycophenolate mofetil my

immune system starts attacking me again.  It all started twelve years ago following a viral infection

that I warded off, but that apparently set my immune system on permanent high alrert.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

aorist

If you have an autoimmune condition, you might want to put it into Dr. Mercola's site to Rnd the

natural remedy.  Also, there is a great deal of research now on mushrooms that bring people out of

most auto immune diseases.  Don't use google as they hide research but put your disease into

duckduckgo.com then space and the word mushrooms.  Different mushrooms address different

diseases.  Mushrooms are all n-glycans (what Wake Forest uses to grow body parts).  They are

high in potassium and many other vitamins.  Just a thought.
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

rrealrose

So they say! Most standard white coats have no idea how to arrest any autoimmune condition, their

only solutions is suppression of the immune system which puts you at risk for anything else that

may be coming down the pike or 'round the mountain. Now, with 12 years of watching, at least 5

really good books are out there on how to Rx your system yourself...starting with "The Autoimmune

Fix" or "No Grain, No Pain" or even the underlying diet in "the Wahls Protocol.", the 2013 book "Fire

in the Belly" outlines where some of this is coming from. Several documentaries are online,

starting with "The Betrayal Series" by Dr. Tom O'Bryan. And there's a slew of new, more sensitive

testing available now, only available after about 2015 or 2016 or later. In the US alone, it is

estimated that between 70 to 90,000 people have conditions, many are not being diagnosed as

autoimmune.

Once you understand where you are, you may want to work with telemedicine or similar, to Rnd

someone who can assist you in supporting your own immune system and at least arresting lares.

Depending on amount of water already over the dam, you may be able to reverse some, if not all of

your symptoms.  No promises, Investments in time, cleaning up your lifestyle, changing your diet

choices, testing your self - its work and reading. Plus there are false leads, so you need to

understand and be willing to test what does and does not resonate for you. Others can provide

guidance, actual work is up to you. Here's a link to get you started: thedr.com/autoimmune-solution

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

davidle

Trust your instincts.  I recently had a heart doctor tell me my caroided arteries were 70 and 90%

blocked and I needed stents.  When he got the catheter in they were 30% blocked and he could not

put the stents in.  So much for trust me I'm the doctor.  An unnecessary surgery for nothing.
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Hope this helps.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

CMT367

Find a new neurologist. Your life may be in danger. I'm looking for an MD locally with reliable

knowledge of Zelenko-McCullough covid protocols. You may Rnd them helpful also.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Tsylatac

An old friend developed severely congested lungs and swollen legs within a few weeks of having the

jab - sadly he was found dead in his home about a month ago - post mortem said it was from a blood

clot. Ironically and sadly he thought I was made to challenge the oNcial narrative

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

LuckyinSA

Sorry for your loss.  You did what you could.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

aorist
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So sorry to hear of your loss.  Some here have suddenly died but no one knows why or if they took

the shot.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

LuckyinSA

Great article as always Dr M.  What is most disturbing is we are all aware of the reference to Prion

Disease through other documents that can be negated through the perceived distance between the

other mRNA vaccines that have been tested years and years ago to the current batch.  This report

being the most recent to reference the condition is very worrisome.  The ramiRcations to our overall

health, if in need of medical procedures is frightening.  We all know that Prion is transferred through

blood product.  An excerpt from "The Encyclopedia of Medical Breakthroughs"  in regards to Prion. "The

'New England Journal of Medicine' in Nov 03 reported researchers at the Institute of Neuropathology in

Zurich announced they had isolated infective prions in both spleen and muscle cells of CJD victims.

 They concluded they have new concern that CJD could be transmitted in surgical operations other

than neurosurgery.  Neither heat, detergents, UV radiation nor chemicals are capable of destroying

infective prions, including those that adhere to surgical instruments. This is very very scary.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

mirandola

There are ways to build up the blood brain  barrier. I no longer recall unfortunately. Got info? Please

post, but be aware that this is at your own risk,  because BigPharma is watching and gagging the truth.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

rrealrose
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Commonly agreed that healing the gut lining, speciRcally re-building the mucosal barrier that

protects the gut, will also help with all linings, the lungs, the bbb, Kiran discusses the gut barrier in

depth with the SIBO people...but traveling up through the vagus nerve? that's a different pathway.

AND the FDA already knows this.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Astrocomical

Don't know the truth about this yet?  We will in a few months to a few years and beyond.  But I don't

know who would be stewpid enough to take the vaccine? World leaders, celebrities, common people,

doctors, Nurses, etc., are all taking the shots.  Is it possible they are all stewpid?

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

stanleybecker

are the World's Leaders taking the shots - or FAKING the shots ?? - as Shakespeare puts it "this is

the question"

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

CMT367

Astro, Rnd me an authentic veriRable foto of pseudo-scientist Bill Gates taking the jab...when he's

not enjoying nude pool parties... Melinda is smart to abandon him.

Posted On 05/23/2021
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balhawk

All I know is more of them are dead than are reported to have died with COVID.   And I I don't even

follow celebrities.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

mjnelson999

As more and more see damages to friends and relatives some MAY put two and two together =

vaccine damage.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

StandFastPats

ASTRO...Eric Clapton has come clean about his jab experience ... not good. He and Van Morrison

have produced a "don't jab" tune.

www.rollingstone.com/music/music-news/eric-clapton-disastrous-vaccine-..

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

baydaze

The sheding of spike protein by vaxxed people, Does this mean kissing a vaxxed or having sex means

you can pick up the disease?

Posted On 05/23/2021
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stanleybecker

this article certainly suggests this possibility

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

LuckyinSA

bay, unfortunately the answer to that question is yes.  The spike protein can be transferred through

droplets, breath, saliva, semen, urine, faeces, blood, farts and burps, through skin contact and I

believe pheromones.  I think it is the pheromones that are causing the problem with womens

cycles that have been around recently jabbed people.  Don't know how long it lasts for.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

maxandfrancis

Dr. Christiane Northrop claims the paperwork included with the Phizer jab states one should not

have sex with anyone who can become pregnant for 7 weeks after the jab!  What does that tell you?

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

mammywitch

LuckyinSA, you mention pheremones---This brings a question to mind...since all species produce

pheremones (as an attractant for reproduction) does this mean that these 'spike proteins' will

affect EVERYTHING? It is my belief and understanding that even bugs and plants emit

pheremones...how will this affect them? Too many questions and not enough answers for us to

just accept someone elses word that these vaccines are good for us!
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

balhawk

Perhaps, but let's not go overboard with our own fearmongering.  Our body has ways of defending

against the naked spike protein, which is why they have to use all this trickery to get it through said

defense mechanisms.  I have the utmost conRdence those of us who stay healthy will handle it just

Rne.  It's the most vulnerable who concern me.

That's why the jabs have so many funny lipids in them, to protect the spike protein from the

immune system knocking it out in the Rrst round.  Even those who got the jabs may be able to

enable their natural immune systems to do the work with the help of pine needle tea, lipase and

protease enzymes to destroy the "shell" and the spike proteins, and the same nutritional treatments

as used for COVID itself to take out the remaining trash.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

LuckyinSA

mammywitch (great screen name by the way), that is a question I do not have the expertise to

answer.  I am fully conversant with how pheromones work and effect the human brain, especially

with attraction and overall personal interactions on all levels from when I studied psychology 45

years ago but aside from the psychological beneRts of being around nature I have never delved into

the  chemical reactions or interactions. As I have not studied chemistry I have very limited

knowledge on the actual physiological effects between plants and humans.  I don't think that there

is enough evidence yet to make a conclusion about this.  Maybe once the whole Biosludge Rasco

starts effecting our food supply we might have evidence to do scientiRc testing on that, but until

then I think it might be better to err on the side of caution.   Maybe someone a lot smarter than me

on this blog can answer this for you.  Shout out to the brain blog please.,Sorry for your loss.  You

did what you could
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Catryna

This is already happening. I think you will Rnd this link to an interview with an RN and doctor to be

very interesting. They actually agree that it would be highly dangerous for anyone not receiving a

COVID shot to engage in sexual activity with someone who has received the COVID shots. I have

already informed my husband that he or I would have to remove ourselves from each other for at

least 1 month  after the 1at and second shots  if he decided to receive any COVID inoculations and

any further sexual activity would cease for the rest of our lives. I think that, alone, would pretty

much curb any man or woman from receiving these lethal injections. My husband has decided that

the shots are not in his or my best interests.

rumble.com/vftn8z-whats-going-on-with-womens-cycles.html

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Bigaetch

If you think all the lies and manipulations over this issue is over the top, wait until the " alien threat"

equally manipulated nonsense takes centre stage. Be much easier now to get people to " burn the

constitution", stay home, and watch trillions of dollars go to "those who wish to protect us". See a

pattern here?. This is the BIG agenda...always has been. Cant have One World Order without " one

world obedience", and you cant get obedience without saturating the population with fear.

Posted On 05/22/2021

 

Retsbew
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Hi Bigletch, they're already warming up for the "alien threat" and I guess people like George Noory,

radio host of Coast-to-Coast, will be delighted.  Several years ago I remember reference to this

event taking place.  Too many Sci Fi movies, media brainwashing, etc.  But try to convince

someone that the basis of these problems is "creative writers" looking for their Rve minutes in the

spotlight.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Jennycat24

I would normally say 'the alien threat?!  Come on!' but having seen the last year or so, I suppose it is

possible.  Mind you Bigletch - what alien threat (seriously!)...?  Why would an advanced civilisation

from far, far away bother with us?

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Almond

Like many people on this website who have seen UFOs, we know this is deRnitely something out of

the ordinary.  I was convinced that what I saw lying low and approaching an isolated and

abandoned military hanger back in the 1980s was a military craft using some kind of advanced

technology.  Although I only glimpsed it at dusk for a brief moment, it was deRnitely round and

saucer-shaped.   I also have a photograph of a similar craft taken by a police oNcer at night near

the Rock Island arsenal. There are many more examples.  

However, I believe that extraterrestials exist.  For many years, I would have claimed it is all some

kind of silliness. Then, I met a man who was highly-placed in tech industries and who had worked

at the Pentagon. He claimed that he worked alongside an extraterrestial alien.  It blew my mind at

the time and I do not recall all the details of which part of the galaxy this person was from.  This

man was so brilliant, with, like 20 PhDs, inc. one in astrophysics, that I could not always keep up

with him mentally.  Nonetheless, I had never known him to say anything that was not true.  He often
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pointed out contrary evidence to the lies we were being told in the media even back then.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Bigaetch

I was delighted to discover "Dark Journalist" a couple of years ago on youtube. Finally someone

who was writing about the whole picture, and conRrmed everything I have been observing for a few

decades. Could call him the Mercola of journalism. There are two situations here. Rather similar to

the vaccine scenario. Genuine viruses with legitimate vaccines, and this current shemozzle. Speak

out about covid and you will be accused of being anti vax., same with UFOs as Almond refeees to.

In the similar pattern, genuine aliens exist 100%, no doubt whatever, but they comply with a

universal law of of non inteference. As often happens, we developed similar rules amongst

naturalists (David Attenborough for example), of " observe but DO NOT intefere." Then there are the

One World Order group, who continued with their technical agenda after WW2 with Operation

Paperclip.

Its now 50 years since the moon landing. The people who believe masks , social distancing and

other nonsence, believe the NASA line regarding the cessation of exploration. See another pattern

here? Perhaps the 9 11 incidence will start to make more sense now. Weapons with no defence,

fear of all world governments complying with the covid activity , increasing totalitarianism ,

dumbness of the majority (no the towers DID NOT COLLAPSE....they disintigrated. Look again as

the pictures the following day). Independance Day was a good example of how the psych is

manipulated. How much advancement since the moon landing?  Even R Reagan and Bush senior

openly laid down the seeds of the common enemy hypothetical. Fasten your seat belts..4th reich,

here we come Yes, its all us, and yes, aliens are complying with the laws of non inteference,

although they do stop nuclear mutual destruction. Thats been well documented as such events

have multi dimensional consequences. Just watch how the alien Rles openess from CIA will start

to accelarate now people are alread complying with near marshal law lockdowns.

Posted On 05/23/2021
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Bigaetch

Retsbew, How much science fact started off as science Rction?  I asked a panel of sci R writers

many years ago "if human imagination is part of creation, how can it imagine something that is

not"? It was met with stony silence lol. Eternity has no start and no Rnish. Just a continual

expansion in consciousness and creativity. Thats why, as with science, everything is predictable.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Bigaetch

Marinkos, Nothing new here. It started when one tribe tried to conquer another tribe eons ago "

Let's get them before they get us". Just more sophisticated today.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

mammywitch

YES! As you say Bigletch, look out for the "aliens coming for us!" I have noticed a LOT more Lame

Stream Media news and interviews with "high proRle" people being covered lately. This, in itself,

makes me leery of anything they might tell us about an "alien invasion!"  And if THAT doesn't work

and get ALL in line with their agenda---they will Rnd something else to try to put fear in the hearts

of people and make them follow...

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

This makes sense given historical false lag fear attacks.....Dr. Steven Greer exposes Elizondo
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hoax, US anti-grav craft and actual peaceful ET agenda;   hooktube.com/en0GsxgwMmA

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Bigaetch

Mammy... This is the last play on the agenda. The results are in. Public have been well

indoctrinated and to maintain control, the economic digital currency cashless system will be in

place, similar to the Chinese system already in place in some locations.So called climate change is

also part of the co ordinates plan. Some refer to end times; but it is more of a paradigm shift. Many

different cultural prophesies abound. Too many today die from excess and too many from scarcity.

Part of the rationalisation of the " white hats"..and understandable in many ways.

Forbidden...yes Dr Greer has been exposing this for decades. I was always curious why the cabal

tolerated him, but now it is clear he added the credibility factor to their bigger plan .

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

tallulah3

The Invaders

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

peterpam1

Bigletch, I deRnitely believe this will happen. In fact, we are being primed for it right now. You hit

the nail on the head with your post.

https://hooktube.com/en0GsxgwMmA
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Steve17593

From the Nuremberg Trial (1945):  Hermann Goering was asked the question, “How did you

convince the German people to accept all this?”  His reply was, “It was easy and has nothing to do

with Nazism.  The only thing a government needs to turn people into slaves is fear.  If you can Rnd

something to scare them you can make them do anything you want.”

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Darzoum

60 Minutes on UFOs.... This is a fascinating story to watch on multiple levels;, the whole

presentation feels "staged"; they're letting us see/know precisely what they want us to see/know...

interviewer, interviewees... all actors... all staged.  We're deRnitely being set up:

www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

memyselfampi

I'm not so sure the globalists actually want the UFO/Space Alien info released. See what Clif High

has to say:  www.bitchute.com/.../FURSVkAPPnnh

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Bigaetch

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Steve17593/default.aspx
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Memyself,  Have watched it yet, but I can tell you that the real info depicts benevolent races , but

the cabal wants you to believe their staged fear mongering man made version to suit their agenda.

Yes We know the mainstream media has been hijacked including BBC and Aussie ABC to push the

fear stuff. Will mobilise the Christ return believers ( remember "My kingdom is NOT of this world.").

Cabal twists sacred truth to serve them .Always have.

Steve 17593...Correct today as it was then. Nazism used the Rrst mass media...radio. A slight

improvement in the last 100 years wouldn't you say lol..

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

datadragon

Yes, the central intelligence agency/deep state ufo theat psyop has been planned for a long time

but is recently being pushed forward hard , Rnally deciding I assume that they can get the control

that they want by using the ufo Rle as a threat like 9-11. Daniel (Dark Journalist) recently did have a

few good broadcasts on this topic you can watch  www.youtube.com/watch

 www.youtube.com/watch  www.youtube.com/watch

  www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/pentagons-ufo-psyops-fueling-russia-chi..  

There has also been the push for the cyber pandemic as the next crisis which I've mentioned a few

times, heres a bit on that so you can catch up, 1 and 2 are videos you can share with others as they

get the majority of the info across: 1)

www.iceagefarmer.com/2020/11/15/next-crisis-bigger-than-covid-power-gr..  2)

www.bitchute.com/.../PCWxsGc2MynB  3)

 www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/another-mega-group-spy-scandal-samanag..     Not everyone

is convinced DarkSide is a legitimate hacking group but rather a cover for a rogue group of CIA

hackers. www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/darkside-hackers-reportedly-closing-dow..

Posted On 05/23/2021
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rrealrose

"And when the crisis does hit" - That sounds like they will be controlling when this massive cyber

event occurs, just like the virus was possibly a controlled leak, as the timing supports with the

World Military Games in Wuhan at the same time.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

balhawk

Who needs an alien threat when they have a "bugs" to generate the fear and blind faith in the

means to wipe out the fearful population under the guise of controlling those bugs? Though those

who know the truth also know that a vast majority of people needn't fear any virus if they know

what to do.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

dearjankoaol.com

Yes,2025 we will have  also " the spars pandemic".Scenarios already published by John Hopkins

University, in 2017,it has 89 pages

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

RoV2021

This is MEDICAL TYRANNY ! That is why Dr. Mercola, and Frontline Doctors were censored!  In order to

get that jab to millions as they have, many have been silenced or bribed. The ROOT OF THE PROBLEM

is Gates and a group of people like him, who want to reduce population, and control the world. What we

need to do is reckon with this group of people, and render them unable to BRIBE or control any of our
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medical care! Without doing that , we will be in endless battles. After they got the President out of the

way this was planned ! The root as I said, is the people who did  this, and how they managed to get

others HELP THEM PROMOTE THE PROPAGANDA and who all of these people are.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

lisaemily11

There is a lot of mis-information in this article.  At the American Association of Immunologists

conference last  this past month there was a lot of really good information about the eNcacy of the

vaccines - they are really working VERY well.  This notion of Prion disease is ill-informed since that is a

very speciRc kind of protein which this vaccine can not even begin to induce.  In a very comprehensive

study out of Yale university of patients in A New York hospital she some light on why some get very

sick and die, and others do not. People who get sick and die have allo-antibodies that shut down the

immune system response and therefore they can not mount an appropriate immune response in time

to combat the virus.  There is also some evidence that the virus itself at the later stages also shuts

down the immune system.  The people who have these alllo-antibodies are not sick from an

auto-immune syndrome often associated with these kinds of antibodies.  People who do not have

these antibodies are able to mount a robust immune response and are able to over-come the disease.

 Those who DO have these all-antibodies cannot mount an immediate immune response, and the delay

causes them to get more severe disease. There is a cytokine storm that happens when the appropriate

response does not happen.  Yes it is important to have a strong immune system, but the damage this

virus causes long term - lung, neurological, cardio, vascular, etc are MUCH worse than the risk from the

vaccines; those who have had this virus are having long-term, life altering side effects.  We won't know

how long these last, but time will tell.  We know now there are some side effects from the vaccines so

folks who get them, should seek medical attention sooner than later if they have these side effects so

intervention can take place to mitigate these side effects.   Another interesting note, is that those who

had mild disease and/or were asymptomatic do not show long term immune cell protection.

Posted On 05/23/2021
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DebbyW

Those who were asymptomatic may have had a false positive test, so of course, they won't have

immunity. Those with a mild case may have had the lu instead. It was being lumped into COVID to

make the numbers look higher.

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

Yonatan777

This video is very disturbing.. The only thing I gathered from it is that we are all now going to die from

deadly prion diseases that we contract from vaccinated people whether we are vaccinated or not. The

only solution I hear is having your own personal sauna and sweating at high temps .. Of course, gym

saunas won't work because of bacterial contamination.  Well, Mercola forget we are not all millionaires

and can buy our own saunas like he can.    As well, I am skeptical to think that there is really any

defense at all against a prion proteins that are ingested and can mutate and warp your bodies prions

the same way that CJD/Mad Cow does.  I mean it is one of the worst diseases there is, a horrible way

to die and would be very hard to treat in any way, as the prions proteins are not really a virus, bacteria

or anything that can be merely killed with an immune response.  

I would think the claims of this research should receive some peer review. If this vaccine will cause a

contagious prion protein explosion it will be the end of the planet Earth and human life as we know it.

Please tell me I am wrong and that the theme of this video is that we are all going to die from a prion

disease explosion.  A very doomsday video.  And, assuming this is true, clean saunas are probably not

going to be accessible to all of us peasants.   I am really wondering what type of more practical means

we prevent Mad Human Disease? As well, I am surprised none of this was addressed in the Mikovits

video.. What happened to nebulized peroxide and the other post-vaccine treatments?  

Respect Dr. Mercola a lot and I know he is a voice of truth and reason.  I cannot 100% say a doomsday

report is wrong either. WE are playing mad scientists here and playing with our genetic code.  If we are

all going to be extinct I think it could happen in this century.  However, it is hardly uplifting news and

that is basically what I  gathered from the video, we are all going to be dead within 10 years.
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Posted On 05/26/2021

 

Doriguez

Can you explain then how it is that infection rates are diminishing in countries what have widely

vaccinated its citizens? This has been the case in the U.S.A. In Los Angeles County they reported that

out of over 100K vaccinated persons only 12 died. Four of those had compromised immune systems

and were over the age of 80. In Mexico, infection rates are diminishing as the vaccination process has

reached large numbers of the population and vaccinations are increasing.

Posted On 06/01/2021

 

Randyfast

GO AWAY TROLL!

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

giles22

it's call spin, deception, cherry picking, lying, but you can believe what you want, but your nonsense

I won't believe

Posted On 06/06/2021

 

drjasonb

drjasonb has deleted the comment.
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brodiebrock12

dr jason...please explain why you believe the injection offers better immunity than acquired

immunity in health people? Do you really believe man is wiser than nature?

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Lionel11

So which is worse for humanity?  Is it better to never question the constantly changing

healthocracy or get other opinions?   That  Doctors like yourself are apparently all for Cancel when

it comes to other versions of your "science" is a massive stain on your Hippocratic Oath.  Open

your eyes, dont close them and make a decision based on your best understanding, not a Global

mandate by people paid by the Healthocracy or having a personal agenda.  Learn from Global

Warming disaster.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Longplay

I trust you've been as critical of every oNcial pronouncement we've gotten on COVID since spring

of 2020, which have all been based on lies.  Have you?  Questioning an untested biological that is

approved only under an EUA - when there is no emergency - is not spreading fear, but rather is

pursuing truth in the face of a multitude of lies in service of the most serious assault on human

freedom in a century.

Posted On 05/23/2021
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Randyfast

"Perpetuating fear"? Are you trying to tell people that Dr. Mercola is "Perpetuating Fear" and the

government, global corporations and the lamestream media, are telling us the "truth"? Go away

TROLL!

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Lakhana13

"As a scientist...." Please explain exactly what you are a "doctor" of.......any published works/clinical

studies..... what facility you are associated with...........you know.....what credentials do you really

have that qualiRes your position.

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

Kanadian45

Well then, show us the evidence to the contrary

Posted On 05/23/2021

 

CMT367

Are you a real doctor of something or just sounding off b/c Seneff and Mercola use big words b/c

they're talking about matters complicated?

And btw, pal, your proRle is EMPTY. Give us a reason to respect your rant
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Posted On 05/23/2021

 

StandFastPats

Dr.....  "ignorance is bliss" as they say.  In your profession, very troubling.

Posted On 05/23/2021
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